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Officials agree standards inadequately supported

Proposed admission criteria concern educators
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Proposed standards for admission to Kentucky colleges are wellintended, but inadequately backed
up with research and money, local
education officials agree.
Officials also share a concern
about the distinction the proposal
makes between students admitted
"unconditionally" and "conditionally," and its impact on equal
opportunity for all Kentucky
students to attend state public colleges.
If approved, the pre-college curriculum standards proposed by
the Council on Higher Education
probably would not hurt enrollment at Murray State University,
according to administrators
there. Nor would they seriously
strain the finances and staff of
Murray Independent and
Calloway County schools,
superintendents say.
However, many smaller schools
with leaner budgets would be
hard-put to staff all the courses required by the standards, officials
contend. Without more funding to
support the required courses

under-qualified staff could end up
teaching them. And without more
specific data showing why the proposed courses would best prepare
college-bound students, the validity of the standards is questionable, according to the officials
interviewed.
"The proposal has stemmed
from a philosophical perspective
rather than empirical data," said
MSU President Constantine W.
Curris. "I can't support Ca given
course) without empirical data to
show that it's needed as a requirement."
Every one of these courses is
good, but who's to say they're better than other courses?" questioned Murray Superintendent Robert
Glin Jeffrey. Calloway
Superintendent Jack Rose put it
more bluntly: calling the Council
on Higher Education an "unnecessary level of bureaucracy."
He said its proposal is "very
narrow-minded," "an arm-chair,
fireside review."
The council's proposal calls for
a minimum of 20 credits, including 13 credits of specific
courses, as prerequisites for un-

conditional acceptance , by KenKantur,ity high school can eurrrrit:
tucky colleges. Students vt.,
be admitted to a state puout?
not had those courses could be adcollege MSU's policy calls for
mitted conditionally, a term some
remediation courses in English
object to as a negative label that
and math if a student's ACT
could discourage some students
scores are below a certain level.
from enrolling.
High school graduation re"Why brand me as a secondquirements set by the state board
class citizen because I lack one
of education comprise most of the
unit of something that someone
requirements called for by the
has quite arbitrarily decided is
council's admission proposal. The
necessary?" said Wilson Gantt, latter requires 20 units with seven
former MSU Dean of Admissions, electives; high school graduates
and past president of the Ken- currently need 18 units and have
tucky and Southern Associations
eight electives.
of College Registrars and AdmisHowever, the council's proposed
sions Officers. "I don't like to see
requirements include specific
public institutions appear to be courses in English, math, science
cutting off access to the citizens of and social studies, and officials
this state."
--say those courses aren't
Gantt was one of several
necessarily the best preparation
educators who raised their con- for all students. For instance,
cerns at a recent local forum on some students may learn as much
the proposal. Prepared by the
math in vocational courses as in
Prichard Committee on Higher
algebra, Gantt said. A student goEducation in Kentucky's Future, ing into liberal arts may not need
the proposal is due to be submitted
three years of math, and many
to the council's Programs Com- college students do well without
mittee next Wednesday, Dec. 8. A
having had all the prescribed
request for full council action is
courses,in Rose's opinion.
reportedly set for Jan. 13.
Curris believes that qualificaAny graduate of an accredited
tion for college wort in some
areas, such as math and science,
may best be determined by course
work. Competency in reading,

writing and analytical ability may
be better measured in other ways,
he said.
The proposed reqwrernents go
beyond what is necessary for college preparation into what is
desirable, in Curris' opinion.
"I would support acimission requirements that address that
which is critical," Curds said.
Students who did not meet those
requirements could take courses
that, though not applicable to a
degree, would bring them up to
the admission standards, he said.
A major weakness local
educators see in the proposal is its
failure to account for a growing
teacher shortage, particularly in
math and science. More teachers
would be needed for the increased
courses in those areas, but fewer
are available. About one-third of
Kentucky math teachers are
teaching out of their area, Curris
estimated.
If even more under-qualified
teachers are forced into math,
science, and other areas short of
teachers, the aim of the higher
standards will be negated, officials feel.
"Teachers teaching subjects for
which they're not qualified makes
a mockery of increased stan-

dards," Currie asserted.
'I'd rather have a youngster do
as good • arib as possible in 18
units. as to spread him out weer a
couple more units and do•weaker
job." Rose said
Both Rase and Jeffrey say their
school systems could adapt to the
increased remurtments with little
trouble: in fact, most of their
college-bound students already
take the proposed courses or
more, the superintendents point
out Both schools already require
four units of English. as called for
In the proposal Most Murray
college-bound students earn
enrichment--r Callagieakeilielve
diplomas, which require 11 and 22
units, respectively.
In fact, Rose finds "luen
o="
.5
the modesty of the
"semi-classical" requirementa,
and the fact that foreign
languages, computer literacy, and
the arts were not Included
"I think the idea was probably
well-intended, but very shortsighted," Rose said.
"It seems to me a curriculum is
devised to meet the needs of the
kids, not vice-versa — 'We're going to build a curriculum and try
to fit you into it,— Jeffrey said
(Continued On Page 2)

Absence ofarts requirements
prompts objection from citizens

FINAL PRESENTATION — B&PW Club Co-chairmen Kathy Hodge and Cheryl Lindsey go over final
presentation for Certified Cities with Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce Preddint David
Graham.

Club compiles data for participation
in 'Certified City'rating program
The Murray Business & Professional Womens Club has just completed compiling information so
that Murray may be considered
for a "Certified City" rating by
the Kentucky State Chamber of
Commerce.
The local program is sponsored
by the Murray-Calloway Chamber
of Commerce.
The program is designed to
stimulate community and
economic development. It emphasizes technical achievement

record highs
Today mostly cloudy with a
50 percent chance of
thunderstorms. Record highs
in the low to mid 70s. South
winds 15 to 30 mph. Tonight a 70
percent chance of
thunderstorms.

today's index
Two Sections-20 Pages
Classifieds
I2-A, 13-A

Comics

•

12-A

Crosswords
12-A
10-A
Dear Abby
Garrott's Galley
3-A
6-A
Horoscope
Murray Today 4-A,5-A,6-A,7-A
Obituaries
12-A
Perspective
3-A
Sports
8-A,9-A
Christrnas Gift Guide 6 pages

MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Merin ledger & Times
by 5.30 p m Monday-Friday or
by 3 30 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to coil 753-1116 between 5:30
p.m. sod 6 p.m., 1A•misi ibrapsh friday, Sr 3:30 p.m. mid 4 p.m. Seer-

more than community awareness
which the former All-Kentucky
Cities program was aimed at.
David Graham, Chamber of
Commerce president stated,"The
Kentucky Certified Cities program is designed to accomplish
the objective of providing an impartial measurement of the community's potential. Through the
use of the Standards for Quality
Growth,a set of rigorous but practical standards, the physical and
service capabilites of a city are

evaluated in relation to the needs
of industry and tourism."
A voluminous set of forms to be
filled out for the community
evaluation was done as a project
by the Murray Business & Professional Womens Club. Co-chairmen
for the project were Kathy Hodge
and Cheryl Lindsey and both expressed confidence in Murray
measuring up to the standards
and qualifying for the designation.
An inspection team will be in Murray to check and document the findings of the local committee.

Murray postmaster
advises holiday mailers
With Christmas drawing near.
Murray Postmaster Bob Eades
urges holiday mailers to bring all
first-class mail to the post office
by Dec..
Mail taMng in Calloway County
can behandted by Dec. 23, he added. Although deadline has passed
for overseas packages, Eades added that parcels mailed by Dec. 13
can be delivered before
Christmas.
Since the holiday is on Saturday,
all perishable parcels, express
mail and priority mail received at
the Murray Post Office will be
delivered on Christmas Day.
However, the post office will not
be open for customer transactions.
The postmaster added all
parcels marked "express mail"
will be delivered anywhere in the
United States within two days.
The local.poet office's Saturday
hours on Dec. 11 and Dec. 18 have
been extended to 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
to better accommodate the
Christmas rush. He added
customer windows will remain
open as long as people are in the

lobby. Christmas Eve hours are
8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. The lobby
will remain open 24 hours.
To help eliminate long lines.
stamps will be sold and mail can
be deposited at the two contract
stations in Murray — in the
University Center on the Murray
State campus and in the
Bookmark on the courtsquare.
Extra customer parking at the
Murray Post Office is located on
the west side of the facility inside
the fence, Eades said.
Stamps with Christmas and
religions themes are available at
the post office.
IM WAITING FOR THE
GOALIE TO FINISH HIS
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING!
JUST 23 PAYS LEFTY

•
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By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Toughened admission standards
proposed for Kentucky colleges
westld have high school students
take more English, math,science,
and social studies courses. Well
and good, say several concerned
Murray residents, but what about
the arts?
The lack of an arts requirement
in a Council on Higher Education
committee's pre-college curriculum proposal has prompted an
articulate objection from 16 local
citizens and educators. They feel
that if expanded requirements are
to be adopted, they should include
two units of arts among the proposed 20 total units.
Exactly what those units should
consist of is something the group
is studying further. The council
committee, after hearing the
group's statement at a Nov. 18
forum, asked for ideas on content
of required arts courses.
However, at this point there is
no arts requirement in the proposal, scheduled to be submitted
to the council's Programs Committee next Wednesday, Dec. 8. A
request for final council action is

slated for Jan. 13
The committee's report notes
the absence of requirements for
arts sad computer science "is not
an adverse comment on their importance." It adds, "a humane
society will obviously require
aestheticBonsai vity."
The local groom saw that as a
contradiction. In a etstammit
presented by Dr. Roger E
Reictunuth, chairman of the Murray State University Department
of Music, the group asserted, "If
we champion the notion of a
humane society with aesthetic
sensitivity, it would seem mandatory to adopt minimum standards insuring formal educational
arts experiences toward this
goal."
The statement further contended,"It is the business and responsibility of public school education
to provide the setting for continuous aesthetic growth, the kind
of growth which will enable each
school student opportunities to
perceive and react to arts experiences of increasing subtlety
and sophistication. Simply put, it
is the inherent right of Kentucky
school students to encounter arts

experiences.."
The group comprises representatives of the MU art and music
departments. the Murray.
Calloway County Community
Theatre, the Murray Civic Musk
Association, and the Calloway
County Public library, among
others.
„Dr. William Parsons, dean of
MY College of Creative Espression and ?stodge of Kentucky
Arts Administrators, said several
persons helped formulate the
statement, and that further study
Is being made of the exact content
of the proposed two-unit arts requirement. He would personally
favor a course stressing the
historical importance of the arts
as humanities, with one unit in
general study of the arts, and a second in a more specific area of interest.

the

Parsons has no quarrel with
adoption of stricter standards for
areas such as math and science,
but feels an arts requirement
must be included. Man's aesthetic
side is just as important as his
cognitive side, he argues, and the
(Continued On Page 2)

Governor calls for special session;
income tax plan to be considered
By SY FtAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) --Legislators appear polite but
unenthusiastic about Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr.'s call for a special session to consider his state income
tax proposals.
House Speaker Bobby Richardson, D-Glasgow, said he is keeping
an open mind and believes the
governor has -a 50-50 chance" of
getting the legislation passed next
month.
Senate President Pro Tern Joe
Prather, D-Vine Grove, said he
thinks the idea "will be well
received" but that the General
Assembly will want to know much
more about the plan.
Prather also speculated that the
legislature would need no more
than three weeks to wind up the
special session, which can only be
called by a governor and adjourned only by members.
Brown announced Wednesday
that he is calling the session
Jan.10 for lawmakers to consider
his income tax proposals and
possibly a few other subjects.
He said at a news conference
that the plan to revise the state's
income tax to a flat rate of 365
percent of adjusted gross income
had received favorable public
reaction at eight hearings around
the state.
Brown said he hopes to limit the

topics of the session and to keep
the work simple. He indicated he
is considering adding proposed
legislation to permit formation of
multi-bank holding companies
and a stronger bill to curb
drunken drivers.
The governor said he informed
Prather and Richardson of his intention to call the special session.
Both previously had said they did
not believe such a session was
necessary, but Prather told
reporters Wednesday that
legislative leaders will work with
Brown.
Prather speculated that the session would last no more than three
weeks, and he said he thinks the
tax concept "will be well received." But he said he thinks most
legislators want to know more
about the plan.
Sen. Gene Stuart, R-Louisville,
the minority leader, said that he
doubts that Brown has all the
votes necessary to pass the income tax plan, "but he thinks he
can risk it."
Stuart said he believes a bill to
allow holding companies to acquire banks across county lines
has the votes for passage, if it is
placed on the agenda. A similar
measure failed by one vote in the
1962 General Assembly.
The legislation against drunken
driving — known HS the "elaminer
bill" — probably will emerge in a

different version than a bill
defeated in the General
Assembly's regular session
earlier this year,Stuart said.
Brown hinted that, depending on
further research by his office, he
may want to include on the agenda
the subject of racing dates and
organizations in Kentucky He
said he wondered about a possible
conflict of interest in goals of the
current thoroughbred racing commission and harness commission.
and whether the two should be
combined.
He said he also has some concern that there may be too much
racing in Kentucky
The Kentucky State Racing
Commission voted 4-3 on Tuesday
to extend summer racing at Churchill Downs in Louisville, despite
complaints by Louisville Downs, a
trotting track, and Ellis Park, a
thoroughbred track near Henderson, that the action would harm
their businesses
The news conference was
Brown's first appearance since
returning from a trip to the Par
East and Hawaii. Praising the
Japanese as an energetic and
united people. Brown said he is
thinkbig of establishing a Kentucky trade office in Tokyo.
On the tax matter. Brown said
"the demagogues haven't come
out yet "
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Many school districts less wellfunded than the local ones would
not have the money or staff to
meet the requirements, Jeffrey
said. Jeffrey and Gantt both
remarked the proposed requirements would in effect
discriminate against students
from poorer schools and families.
"If you're going to mandate programs, you'd better put some
behind them," Jeffrey
money
said.
The proposal's standards for
"conditional" admittance of

students lacking the required
course work will reportegy be
dropped because the °ounce lacks
authority over that area. Thus,
provisions for conditional admittance will be up to the colleges
themselves, Curris said. An institution's admission requirements could conceivably remain unchanged if its conditional
stipulations were weak, he
acknowledged.
Gantt sees a potential for trouble in the "conditionalunconditional" distinction:
-

Arts...

I Continued From Page 1)

OPEN HOUSE PLANNED — Members of the Murray Art Guild have been decorating the interior of its
building at 103 N.6th St. in preparation of its annual holiday open house from 1 p.m. to 4 Sunday. Helping with
the Christmas decorations are (from left) Roberta Tarry, Cromwell Hauge, Simone Taylor, Pat Miller,
Denude Chrisman,Sallie Guy, Marcella Rung, Margaret Crawford and Larne Clark.
Staff photo by Kate A. Reeves

Masterson to be flown to Chicago from L.A.
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A man
wanted for questioning about
seven deaths caused by tainted
Tylenol in the Chicago area spent
a second night in a city lockup
after waiving extradition to Illinois.
Police said they didn't know

when Kevin J. Masterson would
be moved, but a source close to the
investigation said he was expected to be flown to Chicago by
midday today. From there, he
would be taken to suburban
Wheaton to post bail on an
unrelated marijuana charge.

Illinois Attorney General
Tyrone Fahner has said Masterson is not a prime suspect in the
Tylenol case, but officials want to
question him because he "made
statements to various people that
he was involved in the cyanide
killings."

THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY

HEINOLD COMMODITIES,INC.
kLINT KELLY

MAYFIELD, KY

247-061301 1-800-592-3488

Livestock market

1 k%

i

LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP USDA —
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
200: not enough on offer of any class
early to teM trend
Slaughter cows Lathy 1-3 33.00-31.50;
few cutter 1-2 31.5042.00, slaughter
bulls grade 1-2 1490-1745 lbs. 43.50-46.50;
vealers choice 240 lbs. 63.00; mixed
good and choice 200465 lbs. 47.0349 00.
Feeder steers medium frame 2 450,, Mika 52.011;largpframe Lliolatein 644
15Vi'hikleff Meltlittn ffiattle 2 3011
"
41110-41.14 •
360
q
its
litgVho
1litiVritga
.'
"difffrit17
mostly steady, cows carrying excessive
fill discounted; slaughter bulls steadg.
slaughter calves and vealers 3.014.00

Hog market

higher, quality best in several weeks, Federal-State Market News Service
feeder steers uneven, weights under 450 December 2, 1962
lbs. 1.00-2.00 lower, over 450 lbs. steady Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
to 1.0) higher: feeder heifers 1.00 to ful- Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
ly 2.00 higher.
Receipts Act CO Est KO Barron& Giks
Hogs SOO, barrows and gilts 50-75 50-75 higher Sows steady to 150 lower
higher; 1-2256-250 Ito 55.75-55.90: 2255- US 1-2 210-240 lbs
154.5045.00
245 lbs. 55.5045 75 2-3 120-290 lbs. 54.00- US 2360-210 lbs
153 5041.50
54.60, 3 000.315 lbs. 53.50-54.00; sows US 2210.250 lbs
04.0041.10
steady: 1-2 301-350 lbs. 44.50-45.00: 351)- US 2-3 250-2'70 to
90390.1(06
400 HA,,O.R4150; ititie4.50 .ibs. 45$. %lbws :
1
4690; 410-50. lbs. 46.0041.00; 500450 US 1-2270-3501M
$11.1P-44.
the 47.004150: boars over 300 lbs. 44.00. U31-3 3004501bs
84,1A42.60
For. Mu week: tiatriss and gilts.fith ..14.44 456-500 lbs
,4111:111141010 •
1.00 higher: sows near steady
US 1-3 500456 Ihs
013.0144.50
Sheep untested. compared to last US 2-3360466 1116
1141 iso.ta
week Early week sales near steady.
Boars 07.00-40.00

study of art's historical role
reveals much beyond art itself.
"The artist reflects the culture
in which that artist worked," Parsons explained, and art works provide a key insight into the nature
of past and present cultures.
Appreciation of the arts has
practical value even for noncollege bound students or those
students majoring in non-liberal
arts areas, Parsons feels.
"In the last 20 years, business
has started to realize more and
more how extremely vital the arts
are. One of the first questions a
business or industry will ask
before moving into an area is,
what is the quality of life?" The
artistic life of the community is
seen as a major measure of that
quality, he says.
Addition of an arts requirement
shouldn't mean hiring more staff
for most schools, in Parsons' opinion. Yet he realizes it could add
to the financial and resource problems administrators say the admission requirements will cause.
Using competency requirements
"would address the issue more
adequately than just piling course
on top of course," Parsons
believes.
Calloway County Public Library
Director Margaret Trevathan, a
member of the Kentucky
Humanities Council,
wholeheartedly supports the
higher admission standards, and
feels requirements should be added for foreign languages as well as
for art. Without an arts requirement Most stntlentsivtt not'take
arta_ colarseuiand AWL miss Abair,s
value later in life, she feels.
"I think they're of such an importance, that if the council in

their minimum standards do not
include them, they won't be included at all, either by ( high
school) administrators or by the
students themselves," Trevathan
said. She would favor courses that
encourage student participation in
visual and performing arts.
"I just know some of these
children are never going to be exposed to art, music, drama and
other fine arts if they are not required in some way."

political pressure to make exceptions, competition between colleges for gifted athletes. Adults
with GET diplomas could be put
off by ttwe "conditional" stigma,
he feels.
No one contests the council's
goal of higher standards and improved educational quality. They
differ with the approach being
taken. The council should not
determine high school curriculum
"de facto," Curris says. The state
board of education and local
school boards should upgrade high
school graduation requirements,
but "I don't see colleges as being
the policeman on the block for
Kentucky high schools," Gantt
said.
Colleges should be setting their
own admissions standards, Rose
feels. Jeffrey thinks a wider crosssection of the educational community should hive participated
in the study, and that more
cooperation is need between the
council and the state and local
school boards.
However admission standards
are upgraded,one thing should not
change, officials agree: Kentucky's policy of non-selectively
admitting students to its public
colleges.

KEEP YOUR GUARD UP — The Kentucky Army National Guard
M.P. Company will be conducting its recruiting drive all next week in
its new location —981 Arcadia — the old Pickens Supply building.
Goalfor the recruitment is 35 and all persons, regardless of awl4
- W
nanatarY experience, WO urged to sign up-between-1o.ms-and+ p.ro4
AO/Wm,thro411F0.4a.,x..MAnorfiloyor4401megignis(wow left)
and Judge-Executive ureorge Weeks(seated right), along with Company Cemmander John Hall, proclaimed next week as National
Guard week in Calloway County.

GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE

PERFECT STUFFERS
FOR HIS CHRISTMAS
STOCKING!
STACK-ON TOOL CABINETS

VISE-GRIP TWIN-PAK

6-Drawer Chest
26" a 121
/
4" x 141
/
4" high

A Home & Hobby Tool Set with
new long nose locking pliers and
popular r curved-jaw model Both
have built in wire cutter.

SALE

$93.95

T.

Reg. $129.95

Part #213H

Part #CHCF-208

'

Both for only

$11a95

GREAT NECK 40-PC. SOCKET SET

Reg. $1780

SAE and Metric set with spark plug attachments. 1
SALE Oa 6i Reg $1294
•

41‘0.0

3-Drawer Rollaway
26'/a" x 18" a 311
/
2" high

SALE

$109.95

Has both Phillips and
standard heads with high
impact handles.

Reg $14750

BUY BOTH
FOR ONLY!

SALE

$189 95

back knife with sheath

SALE

$19.95

40 watt complete system featunng 4
components SR 300,Casse1te AM FM Stereo
SK 400/Door Mount Stereo Speaker Set LC
5240 Watt Power Booster
Borus Sparkornatic Head Cleaner Cassette

SALE
Reg $34 95

$6.06,9

Tt
Part #G
1
7K

Rog. $12.94

SPARKOMATIC CAR SOUND SYSTEM
SCHRADE BEAR PAW KNIFE
SW overall length Folding lock

•
GREAT NECK 7-PC.
SCREWDRIVER SET

$9995

Reg $14995

IMPORT
NTZR

$12.95 ea

When you buy any new 1982 Continental, Mark VI, or Lincoln Town Car, your
participating Lincoln-Mercury Dealer can arrange low 10.75% financing for
qualified retail buyers through participating financial institutions. Actual savings
depend upon amount financed, duration of financing, and state law. Limit one per
customer. Offer,good on deliveries through the end of 1982. Dealer participation
may affect customer savings.

CHILTON CAR MANUALS
Easy to follow tune-up guides that
cover all major automotive systems
1976-1983 Domestic Car Manual
Part #7200 Rog $1895
1976-1983 Import Car Manual
Pan #7240 Reg $1995

At participating All Pro Stores only while supplies last Otter ends Dec 27 1982

ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW IS ALL PRO.

I.K.T. Auto Parts
504 Maple
Murray, KY
Phone: 753-4461

ALL
PRO
AUTO PARTS•

HATCHER AUTO SALES
515 South 12th., Murray 753-4961
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Lopsided tax law
The government reports that 198 Americana with
incomes in excess of 8200,000 — averaging $354,000
— had no income tax liability in 1980.
While many are having a difficult time meeting
their tax commitment, there are thousands of
citizens plotting with their attorneys and their tax
experts to get off as cheaply as they can.
The problem is not that people try to avoid taxes;
courts have always upheld their right to do so. The
problem is the endlessly compliated tax code that
encourages people to invest in ridiculous schemes
with no intention of earning a profit, simply to avoid
taxes. And these tax shelters often accomplish no
social purpose, although every exemption built into
the tax code by Congress was justified by its
defenders as serving the public interest.
Federal income taxes took an average of 20 cents
from each dollar of income reported on 94 million
income tax returns last year.
Taxes hurt, and they should hurt all of us alike.
Fairness is essential, and there must be perception
by taxpayers that the system is fair. Otherwise the
typical American will no longer cooperate with a
system of self-reporting of income and deductions.
Congress needs to come up with a tax program that
will ensure that everybody pays their fair share.
That may mean increased emphasis on taxing
consumption rather than income.

looking back
Ten years ago
Dwain Taylor, Stuart Poston, Joseph James and
Don Henry are new members of the Murray Rotary
Club.
Deaths reported include Virgil Underwood and
Bruce J. Minims,5.
Murray Optimist Club Christmas Tree Sale will
start Dec. 3 with Dan Boaz and Junior Cleaver as
sales chairmen.
Bobby Witherington is minister of the West Murray Church of Christ.
Pictured with deer they have killed are Gene
Starks, Hubert Bazzell, Mike Garland, Joe Hutson,
Darwin Weatherford and Matthew Weatherford.
Twenty years ago
Marine Corps Capt. John I. Hudson, son-in-law of
Mr. and Mrs. Lenvel R. Yates, Murray, has received the Distinguished Flying Cross for "outstanding
skill in low-level photographic missions over
Cuba."
Fourteen students at Murray College High School
made a perfect score on an area wide arithmetic
test, sponsored by National Office Management
Racenettrths teiRitttiti
scluity:&Oita! include twin girls to Mr. and Mrs. Jay Lockhart,a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Warren, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James Miller and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Morgan.
Rob Darnell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hess Darnell,
has been named to Panama Armed Forces All-Star
Basketball Team while serving with 10th Infantry
Division in Panama Canal Zone.
Mrs. Luther Dunn was guest teacher at a mission
study of WMS of West Fork Baptist Church at home
of Leota Norsworthy.
Thirty years ago
Hon. Holland G. Bryan of Paducah, judge of second judicial district of Kentucky, will be speaker
at football banquet at Murray State College on Dec.
5 to honor the 1952 Thoroughbreds.
Winners of the Essay Contest by Captain Wendell
Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American
Revolution are Fidelia Austin, Murray, first, Jerry
Bazzell, Kirksey, second, and Billie Huie, Murray,
third.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Cain, Nov. 25, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Toy
Garland, Nov. 25, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Gene
White, Nov. 26.
Gerthal Armstrong and Joe B. Adams were married Nov. 27.
A faculty recital by David J. Gowans, bassoon,
and Russell Terhune, piano, will be Dec. 4.
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garrott's galley

by ns.c. gorrott
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A good example of the need for everyone
to know cardiopulmonary resuscitation
There's a lady over near Paducah
who will be enjoying Christmas this
year because Mike Ridley, one of our
fine young doctors and an oral
surgeon on the staff at MurrayCalloway County Hospital, just happened to be having lunch one day not
long ago at the Boston Tea Party on
641 North.
Mike and his wife, Jean Carol, had
just ordered when they noticed a lady
come rushing from the rest room
area to excitedly say something to
the owner, Bill Daugherty, who immediately reached for the telephone.
Sensing something wrong, Mike
left his booth and asked Bill what the
problem was, thinking he might be of
help.
A lady apparently had suffered a
stroke or a heart attack in the ladies'
rest room, Bill told him, at the same
time placing his call for an ambulance.
Rushing into the rest room, Mike
found the lady, later identified as
Mrs. Vera Nell Williams of Route 8,
Paducah, unconscious and on the
floor of a booth, the door to which was
locked on the inside.
With Bill's help and that of a man,
who later turned out to be her husband, Mike, managed to get the lady
out of the booth by pulling her under
the door and into a nearby hallway.
•••

A quick examination disclosed that
she had, indeed, suffered cardiac arrest. No pulse beat or breathing could
be detected. Later, Mike was to learn
that Mrs. Williams had a circulatory

letters to the editor
To The Editor,
I an writing in regards to the article of Nov, 27, tilled: "Chance:to unfreeze cold war," and the remarks
about President Reagan's "lost opportunity" to influence the course of
world affairs in the last two decades
of the 20th century. I disagree,
because as everyone knows, the
Soviets have not been serious about a
"nuclear freeze" in a long time, and
they have made Detente into a joke,
of our own making! I don't agree
with everything Mr. Reagen does,
but one thing is for sure, the U.S.A.
cannot afford to play "catch up" with
the Soviets in nuclear arms, yet we
cannot "quit" while they continue to
build and deploy nuclear weapons at
"an alarming rate. The U.S. has
always been the leader, in peace
talks," disarmament etc. So when
will the Soviets try it? Not so soon.
I'm certain! I believe in an old Latin
phrase that goes: "Si Vis pacem,
Para bell um," "If you would have
peace, be ready for war." I think this
about sums up how alot of Americans
feel about this matter. Thank you.
Sincerely
Danny Mason Rogers
Murray,Ky. 42071

To The Editor,
I have read and listened to the pros
and cons of the loss of our County
Rescue Squad and I am not smart
enough to come up with a solution,
but there has got to be one from
somewhere. We, the people of
Calloway County simply can't turn
our backs on so worthy a cause. No,it
doesn't save every building it is called to, but name me a unit in these
United States that does. A way was
made when our ambulances services
were desperate and I believe one can
be worked out here too. Sure we are
taxed to the gills, half we don't know
what for, but we grumble a lot, but
we pay them. Most of us are "insurance poor," but we go on meeting
our premiums some how, hoping we
will never have to collect on any of
them.
Just how many people do we have
in this great county who do not own
something valuable enough that we
don't want to see it go up in smoke
and nobody try to save it? Whether it
be something of little value to anyone
else or not, it is valuable to it's
owner. If an assement is made, we'll
pay it, if it is a tax, we'll pay that. So
somebody who knows what to, what
they can dO, or who will do. do it in a
hurry. Until its done we will continue
to send in our donation as we have
done for a number of years, and I say
if you don't appreciate what these
men are doing enough to support
them,let you burn.
Sincerely,
Mr.& Mrs. Hasten Wright
Rt. 1, Murray

condition which had necessitated
arterial surgery in both the neck and
chest areas, but he lost no time in
beginning cardiopulmonary
resuscitation, which is a combination
of artificial respiration and artificial
circulation.
While he administered chest compressions at the rate of 60 per minute
in an effort to re-start the heart and
restore circulation, he instructed and
directed the lady's husband in
breathing for her through mouth-tomouth resuscitation.
After some five minutes of these
procedures, the lady began to respond. The heart again began to beat
and she began breathing on her own.
By then, an ambulance had arrived. Before Mrs. Williams could be
placed in it, however, she again suffered cardiac arrest, and the cardiopulmonary resuscitation procedure repeated until her heart again
resumed its beat and her breathing
were restored.
She even started talking to Mike,
who accompanied her in the ambulance, during the trip to the
hospital's Emergency Room where
Dr. Russ Howard was waiting and
took charge of the case.
A few days later and upon her request, the lady was transferred to a
Paducah hospital, but had Mike not
been present at the restaurant and so
knowledgeable and proficient in cardiopulmonary resuscitation, she
could well have lost her life. For,
twice she had suffered what is known
in the medical profession as "clinical
death."
•••
Mike, who joined the hospital staff
in 1978, has long been keenly interested in cardiopulmonary
resuscitation, and feels strongly that
everyone — yes, everyone — should
be tratned in it and qualified to adniinister it should an emergency
arise. Every member of his office
staff is trained in it. He insists upon
it.
Only recently, he completed a two-

day course in the latest techniques in
advanced cardiac life support conducted in Lexington by the American
Heart Association. It is a course he
completes nearly every year He also
has taught basic life support techrugoes to many of the dentists in Murray as well as their assistants
•••
Mike grew up in Dawson Springs,
where he played basketball at
Dawson Springs High School and
from which he graduated in 1959.
From there, he went to Western Kentucky University to play basketball
at a forward position and on scholarship for three seasons with the
Hilltoppers under the late Ed Diddle.
While at Western, he married his
high school sweetheart — the same
pretty lady who was with him at the
restaurant. The former Jean Carol
Cunningham of Dawson Springs, she
is the only girl friend he ever had and
they "went together" for seven years
before they eloped on Christmas Eve.
1962, while both were students at
WK U.
Mike was accepted for dental
school at the University of Louisville
before he could graduate from
Western, and Jean Carol,transferred
her year and half work at Western to
U of L, from which she, too,
graduated.
Following dental school, Mike
served for 12 years in the U.S. Navy,
stationed part of the time at
Charleston,S. C.,the base of the U. S
aircraft carrier Independence, and
upon which he served with the rank
of a commander ( that's a lieutenant
colonel in the Army 1 and was aboard
for two Mediterrean cruises of six
and seven months in length.
•••
Today, Mike is one of the most enthusiastic supporters of Murray
State and Murray High athletic programs. The walls of his office in the
Mason Memorial Medical Arts
Building adjacent to the hospital are
lined with plaques, certificates and
mounted gavels reflecting his many

z,4

contributions to the Racer programs
in the four years he has been in town
Just last year, 1181-82, he was
president of the Racer Club the only three-tune Western Kentucky
University basketball letterman to
ever hold that prestigious post
Mike and Jean Carol, an attractive
blonde with big dimples and an infectious smile, have two daughters
Diana is 16. a sophomore at Murray
High School and • starting forward
on Jimmy Harrell's lady Tigers
basketball team Kelly is In the
eighth grade at Murray Middle
School
Mike's mother, Mrs Rita Ridley.
still lives at Dawson Springs and
works at the Outwood hospital there
His father, Travis Ridley. died unexpectedly of a heart attack in 1171
Jean Carol's parents are Mr and
Mrs. Robert Cunningham. and they
now live in Louisville
Like her energetic husband. Jean
Carol also is fully trained in cardiopulinonary resuscitation
•••
Mike, Jean Carol and the girls live
at 1551 Oxford In Canterbury in a
home to which they were attracted
when they first visited Murray, but
which at the time was not available
It was shortly afterwards and they
lost no time buying it and moving in
Mike came to Murray to set up his
practice quite by accident. Fresh out
of the Navy, he was attending a
meeting of the Kentucky Dental
Association in Louisville when he
happened to meet and begin talking
with Dr. George Oakley. one of Murray's young dentists
They got to talking, and during the
conversation, George told Mike that
there was a need on the Murray
hospital staff for an oral surgeon He
became interested in the opportunity. First one thing led to another and
in time, he and his family had moved
to Murray "to put down some roots"
All who know the Ridley' are glad
they did — and I know the Paducah
lady is.
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We Don't
/SPRINKLE THE AREA...

WE
COVER IT!
WITH(TMC)
TOTAL MARKET
COVERAGE.

What Does
TMC Mean
To
You
?
message can reach (16,800

Your Advertising
households) throughout Murray, Calloway County and
six surrounding counties in Kentucky and Tennessee.
The Murray Ledger and Times has a daily circulation
of 7,800 and the Shopping Guide has a weekly circulation of 9,000. Ads may be purchased for combined low
rates. Ask our advertising department staff about how
TMC "can ring your cash register."
WE GUARANTEE DELIVERY AND RESULTS!
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West and Simmons wedding planned
Murray Country Club
CHRISTMAS
GOLF SALE
Reg. Sale
Spalding Elite Weeds irons
Titleist Woods
Waiter Hagen Weeds
Walter Hagen Irons
Wilson Aggressor Woods
Wilson Aggressor Irons
Power lilt Citation Woods
Taylor Mode Metal Woods
Ladies Power tilt Irons Countess
Lediss(1980 Used)Set of Hogan Woods, Irons, Bog
Power lilt Dual Wedges
Little Hogan Jr. Woods, Irons IL Boys(Ale 5-12)
Jr. Hogan Bag Age(12-14)
Jr. Canvas Bags(Age 4-11)
Jr. Woods(Age 4.11)(12.14)
Jr. Irons(Age 4-11)(12-14)
Walter Mogen Ladies 7 Woods
Fotjoy & Pro Shy Mons 8. Ladies Golf Shoos
Mons 8, Ladies Golf Bogs
All Golf Balls
Leather Winter Gloves(Goff, Shooting, Driving)
Golf Bag Travel Covers
Umbrellas (Golf)
Club Covers (Knit & Vinyl)
Mans 8. Ladies Golf I Tennis Pods Sex
Cestom Fitted & Assembled Clubs
Irons
Metal Woods .
Length, Loft, Lie Adjustment For Woods 4 Irons
Clubs Regriped

N Pro Shop Phone No. 753-9430

$510 $315
$254 $190
$251 $193
$394 $296
$263 $173
$394 $292
$276 $115
$80
$69
$2110 $198
$780 $200
$25 $21.50
$146
$24.00
$10.50
$16.50 ea.
$13.00...
$25.00 ea.
20% off
20% Off
$17.95 dos.
$10.95 pr.
$19.00
$11.00
$12.00 to $27.00
$2.00 to $2.75
$35.00 per club
$55.00
$2.00 per club
$3.50 per club

Home 753-3526
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Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Ray West, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, announce the
engagement and forthcoming marriage of
their only daughter, Ken
Sue,to Victor Shawn Simmons, Rt. 1, Kirksey, son
of Mrs. Judith Hamilton,
Rt. 6, Mayfield, and the
late Kenneth Simmons.
Miss West is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Ray West, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, and of Mrs.
Gatlin Key, Mayfield,
and the late Mr. Key.
Mr. Simmons is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Callie Williams of Murray, the late Victor Simmons of Murray, Mrs.
Mildred Scarbrough of
Hazel and the late Clyde
Scarbrough.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Friday,
Dec. 17, at 7 p.m. at the
Farmington Church of
Christ.
A reception will follow
in the Farmington Community Building.
No invitations are being sent. All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

datebook
Cubs to march in parade

Hazel club plans project

Cubs and leaders from Cub Pack No. 57 will meet
Saturday, Dec. 4, at 9:30 a.m. at the corner of North
10th and Olive Streets to march in the Rotary Club
Christmas Parade. A Rotary member will give further directions at that time.
Permission slips must be signed by a parent,
guardian or other responsible person and will be
available on Saturday morning, according to Cub
Master R.E. Rabatin.

Members of the Hazel Woman's Club have planned a money-making project for the holiday season.
They will be in front of Wal-Mart each Saturday and
Sunday from now to Christmas to wrap gifts for
ionations for club projects. Gifts from any store
will be wrapped,a club spokesman said.

Chamber bazaar Saturday

A Christmas Bazaar by the Calloway Chamber
Singers will be Saturday, Dec. 4, from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. at the Calloway Public Library. Handmade
Round and square dancing will be Saturday, Dec.
items, baked goods and the specially prepared
4, from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove Roller Rink.
calendars with a special quote each day to be used
Music will be by the Country Sound Band. The
interchangeable year after year will be on sale.
public is invited, a spokesman said.
Proceeds from the bazaar will go toward the e4penses of the trip to Austria in summer of 1983 by
NAPOLEON
Napoleon Boruiparte's Calloway County High School Chamber Singers,
armies defeated the com- directed by Mrs. Lavaughn Wells. Many fund raisbined armies of Russia ing projects are being conducted to raise funds for
and Austria in 1805 at the this trip by the singers who were chosen from taped
auditions.
Battle of Austerlitz.

Dancing at Lynn Grove

Master Charge
A Gift Suggestion Layaway Now For Xmas

W.

Keni Sue West
to marry Victor Shown Simmons

SPECIAL
SPECIAL
Ladies 2 Ct. T.W.1 C.T. T.W. 19 Dia
Diamond Cluster Mens Ky. Cluster

$9500
10 Kt.-14 Kt. Gold
Wedding Bands

44‘ite
Pre1.ehristmas
Sale
Winter Merchandise
Sale- Entire Stock!
A//Sweaters... 20% to 40% OFF
Jackets
40% OFF
All Blazers
50% OFF
All Cardigans &
Jackets
40% OFF
All Handbags
30% OFF
All Pants & Skirts
40% OFF
All Blouses
20% & 40%
/ OFF
All Activewear
40% OFF
Affluits &
Coordinates
40% OFF
40% OFF
- All Suede & Leather
20% OFF
---- Socks & Legwormers
VISA IL MASTERCARD WELCOME

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

Open
Sunday 1-5

Lottie Hurt
gives lesson
at meeting
Lottie Hurt presented a
lesson about "Better
Lighting" at the meeting
of the Pottertown
Homemakers Club on
Wednesday, Nov. 10, at 10
a.m. at Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
The president, Bobbie
Cook, presided. Reports
were given by Shirley
Werts, secretary, and Iva
Alford,treasurer.
Louise Short gave the
devotion. She also played
the piano for group
singing led by Lurene
Cooper. Games were
directed by Dorothy
Simon.
A collection of $20 was
taken by the members
with $5 to be added from
the treasury for gifts for
patients at Western State
Hospital, Hopkinsville,
for Christmas. Members
desiring also may send
gifts.
Other members present were Ruth Weston,
Blanche Larson, Dorothy
Sobieski, Mary E. Moore,
Mary Hopson, Dolly
Lorenz; Lavine Carter,
Mary Gertzen, Mildred
Riordon, Lois Smith and
Lucy Alderdice.
Three new members
were Opal Emerine,
Christine Collins and
Delois Rice.

Southwestern
society meets
at Mayfield
Mrs. Mary Jo Butts,
CPA, Fulton, was guest
speaker at the dinner
m e .e t i n g.,yo Li kte
Southwestern. Dents1
Society.
The meeting was
Wednesday, Nov. 17, at
Holiday Inn, Mayfield.
Mrs. Keith Hockman,
Fulton, is group president.
Plans were made for
the Christmas dinner on
Dec. 1 at the Brass
Lantern, Aurora.
Husbands of members
were guests.
The door prize, contributed by an area merchant, was won by Mrs.
Robert Morris of
Paducah.
Attending were Mrs.
Howard Titsworth and
Mrs. A.D. Wallace of
Murray; Mrs. K.D. Cornelius of Calvert City;
Mrs. James H. Adams
and Mrs. Joe Morgan of
Mayfield; Mrs. Tom
Kerley, Mrs. Robert Morris and Mrs. Bill Parker
of Paducah; Mrs. Keith
Hockman of Fulton.
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Jannuary wedding planned

Educators meet
Women educators of
the Gamma Chapter of
Delta Kappa Gamma met
for a breakfast meeting
in November at the Quality but in Fulton. The invocation was given by
Mrs. Lanette Johnson.
Hostesses were Mrs
Katherine Williamson,
Mrs. Freida McClay,
Mrs. Margaret Perry,
Mrs. Lanette Johnson,
Mrs. Judy Brown, Mrs.
Katherine Moore and
Mrs. Wilma Wilson.
Mrs. hfaigarette McCuiston introduced Jeff
and Regina Palmer of
Murray. The Palmers
entertained the group
with a selection of folk
songs.
Barkley Jones, Fulton,
a teacher and administrator, was the
guest speaker. Mr. Jones
gave an address concerning factors that may affect education in the
future. His viewpoints on
the use of computers, a
new type of test for
measuring student performance, and a return to

Dismissals
released
by hospital
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Wednesday,
Nov. 24, was 102 adults
and one in nursery. No
newborn admissions
were listed.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Pamela Scales, 1104
Depot, Paris, Tenn.;
Cassie Holmes, 1002 College Cts.; Kimberly
Lowery and baby boy,
Box 77, Ledbetter;
Teresa Woods and baby
girl, 301 Chestnut St.;
Stacy Sutton, Rt. 1;
Kimberly Borders, at. 2;
Shirley Elkins,
Southside Manor; Betty
Bumphi.s, 404 North First
St.; Ralph Balentine, at.
3; Judy Moore, Rt. 1,
Benton; Keith Hart, Rt. 2,
Paris, Tenn.; Sonia C.
Moreland,Rt. 2, Wingo;
Alma Jo Mathis, 201
South Third St.; Johnnie
Anderson, 826 S. Fourth
St.; Steven D. Moran,
Box 1170, Union City,
Tenn.; Joe Anna
Thomason,Rt. 7; Annette
E. Jones, Rt. 6, Cadiz;
Jean Travis, Rt.6,Cadiz;
Sue K. Britt, Rt. 1, Farmington; Ellen North,
Rt. 5, Benton; Billie
Brewer, Rt. 5; Susan K.
Richter, at. 8; Rodger B.
Mathis, 212 S. 16th St.;
Pamela J. Wyatt, Rt. 2;
Joann Waggoner, 1602
Murray St., Mayfield;
Charles Nichols, 600 Hill
Dr., Fulton; Alvie L.
Latimer, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn.; Ruby Stallons, Rt.
1, Hardin; J. D. Dellingham, Box 87, Gleason,
Tenn.; Emily Marie Skinner,403 S. 16th St.;
Amy Odell Barnett, 309
S. 15th St.; Travis Smith,
Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn.; Cordie Matheney, Rt. 4; Dell
Bazzell, 818 Hurt; Flossie
Smith, Rt. 5, Mayfield;
Opal Arnett, Mills Manor,
Mayfield;
Palace Lee Fennell, 306
North Fifth St.; William
Lloyd Lawson, Hazel;
Estelle Ross, Rt. 2;
Everett Whitson, Rt. 7;
Jesse West, Rt 1, Farmington; James T. Stone
(expired). Rt. 1.

The engagement and
approaching marries% al
Miss Kimberly Dawn
Chilcutt and David Allem
Jewell Pins been annouriced.
Miss Chilean is the
daughter of Mrs. Wanda
Chilcutt of Dover, Tenn.
and Don Chlkott of Murray.
Mr Jesvell is the son al
Mr and Mr*. Arthur C
Jewell af*War
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mr
and Mrs. Finis Chilcutt of

the teaching of Latin
presented both positive
and negative effects upon
education.
Miss Evelyn Bradley,
president, presided at the
business meeting.
The next meeting will
be a 9:30 a.m. brunch and
auction on Dec. 4 at the
University Center, Murray State University.
Attending from
Calloway County were
the following:
Joyce Fortin, Myrtelle
Futrell, Wanda Gibson,
Verde Happy, Mildred
Hatcher, Ann Herron,
Lula Hodges, Desiree
Hosick, Mary A. Humphries, Laura Jennings,
Mary Lassiter, Mavis
McC..amish, Pauline McCoy, Margarette McCuiston, Louise Overby,
Alta Presson, Jo Nell
Rayburn, Eva Ross,
Melissia Sledd, Mary
Smith, Lorene Swann,
Louise Swann, Halene
Visher and Pauline Waggoner.

You Are Invited

presided. Mrs. Hendon
gave the devotion.
Also present were
Wilma Wilson, Annabell
Russell and Rosanna
Miller.

0
NOW
0 Within
0
Frain
0 alit Wait Toe
Late!
0
a FRAMERS GALLERY
The Village

to worship with us
During Advent In
Preparation For Christmas
(A Festive Service Each Sunday)
One Morning Worship Hour
(Winter Schedule)
10:55 A.M.
Nursery Available
A Church School All Aoes,9:45

FIRST UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH

753-0077

503 Ma•le(Off Court Square)

Gift Ideas...
For The Woman
*Personalized Bag Covers
•Monogrammed Sweaters
•Izod Gift Sets
•Dotty Smith Accessories

PADUCAH

-47-GET

MURRAY

vall/Mlo..1911/6,,
-

Large Group

Slacks, Skirts, Blouses

30% off

SPORTSWEAR
SEPARATES

Nurkinglynn Wag 41th
Traditional Clothing for Men and Women
Dixieland Center

SOLITAIRES

Today's woman is not just a corbon copy of every other woman
you see. Today's woman makes
her own decisions, and she
chooses her fashions to express her individuality Sports
wear separates offer her the
variety of looks necessary
to assemble her own
destinctive style. Bright's
offers a superb selection
of separates ideal for today's
woman.

BRIGHT'S CHARGE
Maskoreard

71°
1

Recipe listed
Brownies
1 cup sugar
1 stick oleo, cream
together and add 4 beaten
eggs
1 cup all-purpose flour
1 cup chopped walnuts
1-1 pound can Hershey
chocolate syrup
pinch salt
1 teaspoon vanilla
Mix all ingredients
together and bake at 350F
on a greased cookie sheet
for 30 minutes.
Frosting
1 and 13 cup white
sugar
6 tablespoons oleo
6 tablespoens milk
ki cup chocolate chips
1 teaspoon vanilla
Mix all ingredients
together and boil for 1 L,2
to 2 minutes. Take off
stove and add chocolate
chips and vanilla. Beat
with spoon until starts
getting thick and then
spread.
Josephine Williamson

Lewisville. Miss
He is a 1V77 graduMe of
Murray High School and
attended Murray State
University. He is vetoer
of Shiriey Florist and
Garden Canter
The wedding will be
soiernritsed
Ilisterdsy.
Jan II, at X p.m. in the
First Christian Chards. A
receptios will follow in
the fidlowaltip hall
All friends and
relatives are keened to attend. Only wit-of-town Invitations will he sent

Kimberly Down Chilcutt
to marry David Allen Jewell

Suburban Homemakers Club
meets at the Hendon home
Rachel Hendon opened
her home for the meeting
of the Suburban
Homemakers Club on
Tuesday, Nov. 9,at 7 p.m.
"Nutritious Gifts From
the Kitchen" was the subject of the lesson
presented by Jo Hancock.
She showed samples of
gifts made which were
later served as
refreshments.
Sue Dunn, president,

Bechanaa Tenn
and
Mrs. Rath Wright and the
late Fred Biggs of Dover,
Taw
She is a IMO gradual*
at Henri Comity RIO
Scheel, Paris, Teen. and
is employed as a pharmacy technician at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital
The groom-elect is the
grandson of Mrs. Ruby
Jewell and the late John
Henry Jewell of Murray
and of Mr and Mrs Cecil
VanDavender of

Slumberful
Shadowline

Hours
10.00-6.00 Mor r

10:00-800 Fr,
1 00-5 00 Sun

v,
IllIk

Ihestnut
Shopping Center
•.• -ay Ky

Slumber tivough
the night in beauty
Soft, warm,delicate
ond ideal for giving
il
s selection of
Shadowline sleepwear
is a wonderful way to
show your love Gowns
and poOornas that have
delicate feminine charm
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Northside BYW
plans events

VISA'

Free Gift Box with Purchase

Merry Christmas Sale!

HOLIDAY TOUR - Seventh annual Athena Delphian Holiday Home Tour at
Paris, Tenn., will be Sunday,Dec.5,from I to 5 p.m. Homes to be visited include
the William Cozart home and the Tommy Moody home, both on Anderson Drive,
and the McKinnie Weaver home on the corner of Chickasaw and Pennsylvania
Avenue, Paris. Tickets are $3 per person may be purchased in advance, but
tickets purchased at the door of the first home visited will be $3.50. Planning the
Country Store Crafts section at one of the homes are,from left, Shelby Freeman,
Janice Miller, Debbie Carothers and Jane Murphey.

Second winter horse show to be on Saturday
The second winter
horse show of New Providence Riding Club will
be Saturday, Dec. 4, at
the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center, College Farm
Road.

AIL

After Thanksgiving
Sale
Sweaters make the perfect gift!
Our collection includes heart
patterns, v-necks, boat necks,
stripes and other unique styles.

Still In Progress
Savings Throughout
The Store

20% 50 4YO
To

Off

Free Gift Wrap

Settle-Workman --

Good Needles®

Downtown Ct. Sq. Across
From The Bank of Murray

Junior and Misses
Coordinates

4 At 4 At 4

50% Off
Fantastic selection of new coordinates, just in time
for the holidays! Save on blazers, skirts, pants,
jackets and more! We have the coordinates you want
most at savings that will let you appreciate them!

Save 24.00!
Stadium Coats
Reg.65.00

• Pony Pleasure - 12
years and under, walk
and favorite gait, 80 per
cent jackpot, three
places, entry fee $5.
• Junior Barrel Race horses four years and
under, 80 per cent
jackpot, three places, entry fee $5.
• Open Barrel Race $150, five places, $50, $40,
$30, $20 and $10, entry fee
$7.
• Intermediate Barrel
Race - 18 years and
under, 80 per cent
jackpot, three places, entry fee $5.
• Open Flags - 80 per
cent jackpot, three
places, entry fee $5.
• Saddle Pleasure - 80
per cent jackpot, three
places,entry fee $5.
• Open Poles - fit per
cent jackpot, three
places,entry fee $5.
• Speed Race - $100
Gtd. - $40, $30, $20. and
$10, entry fee $6.
• Ladies Barrels - 80
per cent jackpot, three
places, entry fee $5.
Frames Drake
• Training Barrels FOR FRIDAY,
timer fee, no payback,
entry fee $2.
DECEMBER 3,1982
• Open Western What kind of day will tomorPleasure - 80 per cent row be? To find out what the
jackpot, three places, en- stars say, read the forecast
try fee $5.
given for your birth Sign.
• Style Rack - 80 per
cent jackpot, three ARIES
places,entry fee $5.
t
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) gr4i •
• Womens Western You'll find a successful solu?leasure - 80 per cent tion to current domestic projackpot, three places, en- blems before the day is out.
fry fee $5.
Resist the temptation to lose
• Figure 8 Speed - 80 your temper.
per cent jackpot, three TAURUS
(Apr.20toMay 20)
places,entry fee $5.
Admission will be $1 at Be very careful of details
regarding financial matters.
the gate.
The first winter show Don't overlook bills. A close
was on. Nov. 6. Other friend has news which will
shows will be March 5 make you happy.
GEMINI
and April 16 of 1983.
0
*
I May 21 to June 20) 114
A loved one's frivolous attitude towards expenses could
anger you, but luckily you'll
also have a fine chance to increase your income.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
A partner may be overly aggressive today, but if you hold
your peace, you'll set the
stage for enjoying happy evening hours together.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 41244
Don't let the idiosyncrasies
SINGLE ROLL
of a co-worker annoy you.
UP
Tonight will be a good time to
entertain at home or to visit a
PREPASTED
loved one.
STRIPPABLE
VIRGO
( Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
SCRUBBABLE
Despite a change in plans,
ALLPAPER
you should have a wonderful
ALLPAPER
time in the company of friends
3594 Lone Oak Rd. this evening. Overlook small
LONE OAK PLAZA irritations.
LIBRA
PADUCAH, KY.
(Sept. 23toOct. 22)
9.6 MOM-SAT
Minor career misunder502454-0100
standings are likely now, but
you should be able to clear
things up to your own satisfaction. Luck comes after dark.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
Unexpected expenses could
arise in connection with travel
or legal affairs, but by day's
end your fortunes will improve considerably.
al
SAGITTARIUS
21)
(Nov.72
A Situation regarding
money is not as bad as it appears. You'll be able to rectify
mistakes and turn things to
your Own advantage.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. n to Jan. 19) aid
Be sure to keep the channels
of communication open with
loved ones. The small things
that get on your nerves aren't
really important.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20to Feb. 18)
You'll encounter plenty of
interruptions on the job, but be
patient and the day will end on
a note of achievement.
For The Rowe
Higher-ups are helpful.
kt Stook
and Sealsed
PISCES
(Feb.19 to Mar. 20) X
Mixing business and
pleasure is not recommended.
A friend could anger you, but
the overall prospects point to
increased happiness.
,

Events will start at 5
p.m. Fourteen classes
will be included with additional classes added if
five entries are available.
Classes include the
following:

-4 4 -4 4

Janet Marvin was
hostess for the November
meeting of the Baptist
Women of the Northaide
Baptist Church at her
home.
Presenting the program was Judy Jones.
She talked about the
cooperative programs
that provide support to
missions by Baptist churches in the Southern Baptist Convention.
Topics for the winter
Bible Institute were
discussed. Projects for
the sick and needy were
made. Mary Ann McCuiston will be in charge
of collecting items for the
"Christmas Country
Store" to be at Fern Terrace Lodge.
Retta Balentine was
asked to puchase tapes
for recording the Sunday
services for those unable
to attend.
The prayer calendar
listing the names of missionaries having birthdays in November was
read by Ann Salmon.
Refreshments were
served. Also present were
Kathy Mohler and Janice
Graham.
The next meeting will
be Monday, Dec. 13, at
abe home of. Kathy
Mohler. Christmas fruit
baskets will be prepared.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Wallpaper
CLOSEOUT
SPECIALS

39.00

Big holiday savings on warm
stadium jackets! Great looking
water repellant cotton and
polyester stadium coats with
plaid wool blend lining.

299

Just In Time
For Christmas

All Lingerie

20%

Off

W

Mademoiselle Shop
Downtown Ct. Sq.
Wool Blazers

27.99

Reg. 60.00

It's Our 13th Anniversary
And During the Month of December
You Receive...

Corduroy Blazers

19.99

Reg. 50.00

Wool-Plaid Skirts
Re9. 29.99

9.99

Reg. 15.99 to 17.99

Wool-Blend Pants

12.99

Reg. 26.99

Sale Blouses!

Extra fashion, extra value on separates! Choose
wool-blend blazers or butterfly-pleat plaid skirts or
corduroy blazers and wool-blend pants in solids.

6.99

One low price for your choice of
terrific styles including ruffles,
stripes, plaids, or solids. Misses
and Junioasizes.

Fleece Robes

Luxurious
Nylon Gowns Dress Sale!

Reg. 23.99 to 27.99

Reg. 12.99 to 18.99

13.99
With delicate lace trim.

6.99 1/3 to 50%Off
Long and waltz lengths.

All fall dresses

ffeuen
#eas
Restaurant

Central Shopping Center
Hwy.641 N., Murray
753-7991

753-4141
Highway 641 N.
Open 4 PM

metIP

'
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Community calendar

Satardziy,Dec.4
Thursday,Dec. 2
S..Dec. 4
Saturday.Dec. 4
nifty,Dec.3
3r,U.4
Saturday. Dec.4
will present a concert at S Robertson.
breakfast from I to 10 church A soup, cornbight Woodlands Natar•
I RSA arid 1 $ 14.4a. at
p.m. in Lovett
Christmas bazaar by a.m. at Pagliat's prior to bread, dessert and Canter.LBL
W•odloods Nature
Auditorium, Murray
Open house for area Calloway Chamber the Christmas Parade at beverage lunclwon will
Costor.
LMIL
State.
Singers
speech pathologists and
will t* from 9 10 a.m
be served at a cost of U
Stordmi,Dec.&
Murray °viten Club audiologists will be
from a.m. to 5 p.m. at
between 11 &An and 1
Murray Wemen's
Anneal Christine* open
Calloway-Marshall will meet at 7 p.m. at Big 4 to 4 p.m. at home of Calloway Public Library.
Second winter horse p.m
annual Christmas pro- Maas
Counties Chapters of Joe's Family Ftestaurant. Viola Miller.
ba tram 4 to 7
show by New Providence
gram will be at 3 pm at paw at Msity Cismitry
Kentucky Diabetes
Round and square dan- Riding Club will stan at 5
A Christmas Medley the club harm
Club
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter • Saturday, Dec.4
Association will meet at 7
cing will be from 7:30 to p.m. at West Kentucky will be presented all and
All
Murray-Calloway
p.m. in third floor educa- of Beta Sigma Phi will
County Girl Scout Troops 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove Livestock and Exposition II p.m. at Galen Pond
Murray Art Guild. 140
Voices of Praise black
tion unit of Murray- meet at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
Center
will meet at 9:15 a.m. at Roller Rink.
Visitor Center, Land Bet- North Sixth St • will have impel choir
at Murray
Calloway County Center.
ween the Lakes
Girl Scout Cabin to
annual open house from I State University. will preHospital.
Gamma
Chapter of
Annual First Christian
to 4 p m
sent a concert at 2 30
Preceptor Omicron march in Rotary Delta Kappa Gamma will Church Noel
Market
Christmas Parade.
Eagles at Land BetBusiness and Profes- Chapter
pm in Farrell Recital
of Beta Sigma
have a brunch at 9:30 Christmas Bazaar will be ween the lakes will be at
sional Women's Club will Phi will meet 7:30 p.m.
Eagles at Land Bet- Hall. Fine Arts Center.
at
a.m.
at
Universi
from
ty
a.m.
to 3 p.m. at 9 a.m. and 1.30 p.m. at ween the Lakes will be at
Third night of varied
have a chili supper and in Annex
MSV
of Calloway
Christmas program will Center, Murray State
auction at 6:30 p.m. in Public Library.
University
.
be by Community
•1
Community Room of
Theatre at 8 p.m. in
North Branch of Peoples
MICROWAVE COOKING SCHOOL
Murray Women of the
Cubs and leaders from
kt
,
WP&a
Playhouse in MurrayBank.
••*•:1-4
Moose will meet at 8 p.m.
Cub
Pack
No.
57
will
meet
THIS THURSDAY DEC 7 AT I 00 Fi M
Calloway
County Park.
jAilmv
A 4at lodge hall.
at 9:30 a.m. at North 10th
Murray State UniversiFEATURING THE DUAL WAV1 MICROWAV1
'
40
1
ty Symphony Orchestra
Alcoholics Anonymous and Olive Streets to
A Christmas Medley
march
in Rotary
( HOME ECONOMIST COOlt ON TH1
Sit THE
will be presented at 7 and and Alanon will meet at 8
Orr
ONLY MICROWAVE THAT COONS fROM T NI
8 p.m. at Golden Pond p.m. at western portion of Christmas Parade. PerSTOREWIDE SALE 'Visitor Center, Land Bet- Livestock and Exposition mission slips must be
BOTTOM AS Witt AS THE TOP
signed
by
a
parent,
guarCenter.
ween the Lakes.
dian or other responsible
Save
You'll
By CECILY
person.
Square
and
round
dancBrotherhood of First
BROWNSTONE
S 500 To
Baptist Church will meet ing will be at 7:30 p.m. at
AP Food Editor
Hazel
Woodmen
of the
at 6 p.m. in Fellowship Woodmen of World Hall.
AFTERNOON TEA
World Lodges will have
French Sponge Cake Hot Hall.
S
Temple Hill Lodge No. their annual family night
Tea
Varied Christmas pro- 276 Free and Accepted at 6:30 p.m. at Hazel
-IMP ON EVERY MICROWAVE
French Sponge Cake
gram will be by Com- Masons will meet at 6 Community Center.
Repeated by request.
and
Compare
munity Theatre at 8 p.m. p.m. for potluck meal
MURRAY APPLIANCE CO.
2/3rds cup sifted all- in Playhouse in Murray- . with meeting
759-1016
I
Murray Rotary Club
at 7 p.m. at
purpose flour
8
Calloway County Park.
lodge hall.
will sponsor a ham
1 2 I MAIN
2 tablespoons sifted
cornstarch
Second night of 10th an1'4 teaspoon salt
nual televised Christmas
3 large eggs,separated
Auction by Alpha Epsilon
Granulated sugar
Rho will from 8 p.m. to
1/4 cup water
midnight on MSU's Cable
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER MURRAY. KENTUCKY
Vs teaspoon vanilla
Channel 11.
1/2 teaspoon cream of
Parents Anonymous
tartar
will
meet at 6:30 p.m. For
Confectioners' sugar, if
information call 759-1087
desired
Sift together flour, cor- or 753-6089.
nstarch and salt. In large
Zeta Department of
bowl of electric mixer
Murray
Woman's Club
beat egg yolks slightly;
gradually beat in 1,2 cup will meet at 7 p.m. at
sugar until very thick and First Christian Church.
ivory color; add water
Friday, Dec.3
and vanilla and beat until
Murray High Athletic
blended.
Booster Room will be
At low speed, beat in
open before Paducah
flour mixture, 1 tablesTilghman-Murray game
poon at a time, until
and at halftime at MurAll
30% to
All Diamonds and Rubles
blended each time. In a
ray High School. All
Solitai
clean bowl with a clean
rest-SO%
off!
All Diamonds and
ee
booster members and
beater, beat egg whites
Saphlre
s
perspective members are
..4 ••
and cream of tartar until
FIRST TIME EVERI
invited.
stiff; sps'inle with 1/3 cup
siAliki4ttita wige rubSecond night of varied
ber ipatuta fold in; add to Christmas
OFF
program will
eggyolk mixture; with a be
by Community
spatula, fold in. Turn into Theatre
at 8 p.m. in
4K
an ungreased 8 by 34nch Playhouse
'A Comet wA,S Web $299
in Murrayv. Carat was saw
springforrn pan.
Now $395
-Calloway County Park.
Vs Carat WAS 1700 $499
Bake in a preheated
caw.$,500
Now $895
Foil
325-degree oven until
Priced from
We even discount the Nine brands
1
Full
Cast
Murray State Universivas $3030 Now $1,995
Come WAS $1200
cake springs back when ty Women's Society
$129.00
Now that's HONEST veitail
will
top is lightly touched —50 be an "Old
Fashioned
WE
DISCOU
NT
OUR
DIAMOND
ALL
S...NV.7AT A FEW
10 ADVERTISE WITH!
minutes. Invert on a wire Christmas Gala" from
7
rack until cold. With a to 9 p.m. at
Pogge
small spatula and an up- Library for members
and
and-down movement their guests.
loosen edges; remove
sides of pan. With your
Christmas Medley will
E xquisite
fingers, ease cake from be presented at 7 and
Lovely Wises
8
Breathtaking cluster
diamond solitaire
Seven stones
Brilliant diamonds
pan. Sprinkle with con- p.m. at Golden
Breientalung
Stunning
cluster
Pond
snows off ten
to make an engagement
171.1144
ldies dinner ring ono surrott slYtrxi diamond choler Handsome geMs' mei
sparkles AO
fectioners' sugar or split, Visitors Center,
diamonds
Land
extra special
diamond dream
masa 111$16 1411g
catches compliments
goons wileed
SAGAS on nal
brilliance
fill and frost as desired.
Between the Lakes.
good loos s
ionapening spacial
stones
CARRIED BRICKS
Superb
diamond pendant
Christmas party for
French aviators in
diamond pendant
with attractive
World War I carried college students of First
$hows oo yoa
We sell ()warty
VAWES
buttercup setting.
UP
TO $350
VAWES UP TO $880
()000 MIAS
bricks on missions to hurl Baptist Church will begin
Diamonds at hOneet
Your
chaos$299
at the propellers of Ger- at 6:30 p.m. at the home
ciecourn prices
of Gus and Mildred
man planes.
That's real value
Thursday,Dec.2
Murray Band Boasters
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Marray High School
car:feria.

25%

Afternoon tea
menu featured

Love Our
Fashions And You'll
Like Our Prices!

1 50"

Patty-CakeFashions
60, s.r2c;ilp

0
. 0

*;t

TIC PRECHRI
SALE~A~THON

DIAMONDS YOU CAN BE SURE OF...VALUE YOU CAN BEUEVE INI

Save 30% to 50% on Our Entire Diamond Inventory
laime My NI"

ouromps

401

4".

30%

$799

1/8.CARAT

1/4CARAT
ONLY

El Pei nem

THE MOVIE STORE
— Videocassette Rentals —
324-C Tyson Ave., Paris, TN

901-644-1003

SUPER SAVER

Chipper

Twin clusters
make this mg a
diamond dream

Lovely ladies
cluster
wend*, with Mine
diamonds

Handsome gents' rtflia
tor the man who s
going places

1/2CARAT

Breathteking stones
and superb Styling
make this ring
a tavonte

VAWES UP TO $950
A superb array ol
diamonds
Charge one now
Pay next year!

-

'
— p

A potorpouS cluster
ot diamonds
miles I
view 01emouf

ONLY599

Only sue
diamonds
and daring Ciefign
make s statement
or **pence

Sevarv
breafttlaklag diamonds
mow me ring a
stunning larvorite

oniv

Three tows of
diamond,
grace sow
eieesm

l'CARAT

VALUES UP TO $1.500
•.

Only $888

Your ChoiCe

Lova', ladies
diamond chaste,

www-

sheer

Only

$11110

ONLY
Your choice

•

fro

0‘
.

MIME,

50% OFF
DIAMOND SOUTAIRES

50% OFF
PENDENTS & EARRINGS

(SELECT GROUP)

(SELECT GR)UP)

• a*

C MT
144 0401

124 & OS,.

:(41'149.
:A:"
Yv '299.
'99.

II
—Alia

Chipper 2 for $3.99
Offer Good Fri., Sat. & Sun.

15 CARAT
REG S600
NOW

V* MADE AM EXTRA SPECIAL PURCHASE
93 YOU C.101 SAVE Ai WE 010

14 1(

VS CARAT
REG POO
NOW

V3 CARAT
REG =CO
NOW

5249 '349 '599

Wish each Chipper You get
• 2 paces of eel Mel
• Creamy cater/cm
• °lip trench kiss
• 2 Soulhern slyie
huh Pupates

FIRST TIME EVERI

ROLEX*

ALL I4K. GOLD
BRACELETS & CHAINS

CONCORD.
OCITIZEN

50%
OFF

SEIKOO
All Famous Name Brands
OFF .
FOR
CASHI

20%

.80(csAmis
RCPE CHAINS
AP O MORE 1

WE'RE THE BIGGEST...BECAUSE WE'RE THE
.soP

Captain D's.
sessiesed & basburgers
...like youlike itt

The Smartest Way
To Buy A Diamond
ONLY AVAILABLE AT OUR STORES

smo • sip()
o s your urchos•
till Christmas
• All Sank Cards Accepted
• New Accounts Welcome IlAa CAS.• bee
JEWELERS •
Charge your purchase
04ESTNUT MIAS 50311011116 MITER
WNW EEKNOCY MOMS 10 00-6410 & 10 00-a 00 ROOM &SUNDAY 1 00 5 00
on our E-Z Pay Gold Account

4.OP

sports
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First MU appearance may be last
Tonight will be the first
time a Southern Illinois
Carbondale men's
basketball team has ever
played in Racer Arena. It
may be the last unless
contract negotiations between the Salukis and
Murray State experience
a breakthrough.
Racer coach Ron
Greene, speaking before
the Racer Club Wednesday, expressed disappointment in the ending
of the series between the
two schools.
Being such a close
rival, Greene says it's only natural the two should
schedule each other
every year. He also said
scheduling Evansville
and Tennessee State
(Nashville) would be
beneficial to the Racer
program because of their
proximity.
Finding and keeping
close rivalries is becoming somewhat of a chore
for MSU, especially
recently.

With Western Kentucky
joining the Sun Belt Conference and deciding not
to play the Racers this
year, plus the loss of the
SIU matchup after this
season, the Racers are
hard-pressed to find
home-and-home scheduling close by.
Memphis State refuses
to come to Murray as do
most big name universities. Part of the problem is Murray's out-ofthe-way location, another
part can be blamed on the
Racers' success under
Greene.

MHS sponsors booster room
Murray High School's
athletic booster club will
sponsor a booster room
before the Paducah
Tilghman game Friday
and during halftime.

The game will be the
Tigers (1-0) second home
appearance and will
feature a junior varsity
game first, tipoff at 6:30
p.m.

Lamont Sleets, who moved ahead of Mike Coleman (1,038) on the 1,000point club list, and Glen
Green, the most recent
member of the 1,000pointers.
Sleets is now llth on
MSU's all-time scoring
list with 1,052 and Green
is 14th with 1,018.
• • •
A lineup change has
been announced by the
MSU sports information
department for tonight.
Starting guard Brian
Stewart will be "doubtful" for the game against
SIU because of a bruised
foot he suffered against
Bradley.
Instead, Green will be
moved to the point from
his forward slot and
sophomore Vada Martin
and senior Walt Davis
will move in as forwards.
Center Ricky Hood and
Sleets round out the starting five.
Stewart should be
ready to return for Saturday's home game with
McNeese State.
• • •
For the first time this
year the Racers will not
play with the 30-second
clock or the 3-point goal.
The game will be played
under stasxlard rules as

Few big schools want to
take the chance of an
upset.
And so goes the price of
success.
• • •
Previewing tonight's
game, Greene calls the
Salukis "a frightening opponent" because "they
get our tv show beamed
right into their backyard
each week and they know
exactly what we do."
Personnel to watch for
in tonight's game ( 7:30
tipoff) includes SW forwards Ken Byrd and
Darnell Jones. Byrd is
averaging 25 points and
Jones 10.5.
Pie Walker, the Salukis
6-6 center, is averaging
an even 12 points and five
rebounds.
Two Racers climbing
the school's scoring ladder will start tonight —

preferred by SIU.
Each MSU opponent
was queried by letter during preseason as to which
rules they preferred. SIU
responded standard.
Under standard rules
the Racers' patented
four-to-score offense will
be eligible from the opening tipoff. And after Monday night's success with
the slow down attack
against Bradley, don't be
surprised if Greene
responds often with his
familiar strategy.
One thing about our
four-to-score," Greene
told the Racer cisib, "we
use it to slow down the
game, but we're holding
the ball to score."
In the final 3:35 of Monday's game (the shot
clock is turned off with
four minutes to play) the
Racers reverted to their
four-to-score, much to the
pleasure of the 5,000 in
Racer Arena, and MSU
proceeded to out-score
Bradley, 15-0. MSU won
90-67.
• • •
If you think the shotclock has had much effect
on speeding up MSU's
play recently, consider
this tidbit — average shot
time for the Racers is 8.5
seconds.

Celebrating the

'BEGLEY'S
10f4
2

411114111
\ HAND SIGNALS — Murray State head coach Ron Greene receives helping
hands when calling plays against Bradley, Monday. Behind the MSU skipper is
junior college transfer James Preston and the two-handed signal comes from
senior Walt Davis. Tonight the Racers host Southern Minois-Carbondale (7:30
tipoff).
Staff photo by Jim Rector
of our New! Hopkinsville store with

Grand Opening

DRUG STORES

fantastic savings

ppm.Canter

Prices good thru Dec. 6th

Three more free agents sign

at all Begley's locations.

Quantity Rights Re eer ved

Beauty JO I.

Pith Can?

Sally Ttarrten

Anacin-3

Hard as Nails

NEW %guar Stengel Anion-3
10014 aspirin MEV
Few Mal without imam WNW
Box 04 35 ampoules

lird se Nide vath
kfricm or Chime Glees

$129
44,4

Rea I 1 79

Vaseline

Rog 52.35

!measly/a Care
Lotion

Fon

LAIR-Oir

vt'
Cart
¶5°,

$289

Triamminic DM
Cooph formula IP Whey* erelOying cough
and oily nose due to common eerie
the. bronchial riltsticot poet nasal drip
4 5 az
Rag. $118

119

Clairol

MIssOakoi-

Miss Clairol
FOrMUR HilIG010‘
.4[1, Colo,-Hold Shampoo Scr ad* °ccKati:nit*

$349

Liquiprin
Adieves to, *dimes fewer in infanta and young
chAcken Free of amain and Si complications, bui
lust as elective Ezekiel.* No-Alcohol formula
1 15 11 ot

•--•-•

P

Faberge

egf
'
;
11
-

A Touch
of Class

rink:,

rdir
WI

Reg $2 514

The mons WWII Sell

Dusting
Powder

$599

Kaopectate
Concentrated so that you can take
less per dose For the gentle
effective *Oaf of Common Mort**
So,-bottle

Sot
Reg, $7 50

SP•••
C OlOCN

$219
Save Money with

$6"

Spray
Mist
tint

Rag. 0229

Rig $890

Think Begley's for

Begley Products

Savings

Begley

Satin

1177.773111

•"•

Rog *287

ou.

$

to
any chriatmee tree
Package 04 7$,
29 corsinents

1
9
1
9

Vitamin C
with Rosa Hips
zso
Both.of lap libISli

traveling to San Diego to
speak with the club that
appears to be No. 1 on the
former Los Ange*,first
baseman's list.
Padres President
Ballard Smith said he
was prepared to make an
offer for the services of
Garvey, who has asked
for $1.5 million a year for
five years.
Baylor, unable to come
to terms with the Angels,
signed a contract with the
Yankees that reportedly
would pay him $900,000
per year plus bonuses for
five years, with an option
for a fifth year.
The 33-year old slugger
who was picked by six
teams in the re-entry
draft said Yankees owner
George Steinbrenner was
a "very aggressive perSteak Finger Basket
son when it comes Be
NES fries. Slaw Bel
talent. I really had no
choice when a guy like
Perry Peppers
$199
that comes to me with a
Mel. Driet
}
winning tradition."
Baylor won the AL
We'll Cater Your Parties Aid It Veer Tired After
MVP in 1979 when hit batChristmas Shoppist - Cos By Fm A Take-hums Sow.
ted in 139 runs while hitPrices Sod Thump Tess.
ting 36 homers. This past
season, he hit .263 with 24
homers and 93 RBI to
NOW OPEN 1 DAYS A WEEK
help the Angels win the
CONVIENENT DRIVE THROUGH WINDOW
American League
Western Division title,
then set an AL playoff
t
534o5
record by driving in 10
,Chestart St.. Way
runs in California's five3.4444' game loss to Milwaukee.

By The Associated Press
Three more free
agents, including
designated hitter Don
Baylor, have joined new
teams, and the next could
well be first baseman
Steve Garvey.
The New York Yankees
announced Wednesday
that they had come to
terms with Baylor, freeagent refugee from the
California Angels who

Isl.'s BAR-B41 xqo

6

.AAN.M

was the American
League's Most Valuable
Player in 1979.
In addition to Baylor,
catcher Gene Tenace
signed with the Pittsburgh Pirates and lefthanded relief pitcher
Terry Forster signed
with the Atlanta Braves.
Today, the free-agent
courtship was scheduled
to continue with Garvey's
agent, Jerry Kapstein,

64/Ille

rid
,

Reg $235

Hi-Dri
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George. E. Burnette, CEO, President of Estate and
Pension Services, Inc. and John B. Boltz Announce the
Opening of a New Office in Murray, located in the
Hopkinsville Savings and loan Association Building, 608
Alain Street, Murray, Kentucky, John Boltz will be
specializing in Pension Planning; Estate Planning; and
Group, Personal, and Business Insurance.
Formerly of Financial Security Concepts, John also was Associated with Murray
State University as Research Associate. After receiving his B.S. from the Pontifical
College Josephinven, Worthington, Ohio, John earned a Masters Degree from Telma
University, New Orleans, lovisonno in 1967. John end his wife, Cowie, u Counselor
end Instructor at MSU, reside in Murray with their 3 children.
John invites you to come by his office or con (502) 753-6141 for Profossi000l
Coonselling
tar,.

Pcu.iton
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No matter where, UK beats Irish
By KEN RAPPOPOftT
AP Sports Writer
Whether playing in
Louisville, Ky., or South
Bead, Ind., the Kentucky
basketball team has been
beating up on Notre
Dame for some years
flow.

And the beat went on
Wednesday night.
Virtually toying with
the Irish at Notre Dame's
Athletic Convocation
Center, the third-ranked
Wildcats cruised to a 5845 victory and drew this
amazed response from
Notre Dame Coach Digger Phelps:
"Kentucky doesn't
need Sam Bowie. They're
better than they were in
1978 ( when the Wildcats
won the NCAA championship). We played three
different defenses and
couldn't stop them."
Bowie, the injured 7foot forward on the shelf
for another year, surely
wasn't needed as the
Wildcats wrapped up
another decision over the
Irish - their 25th in the
last 29 games. Most of
those were played on
"neutral" ground in
Louisville until Phelps
got fed up with the situation and had the series
moved back to home-andhome sites.

Tennis, briefly
ANTWERP, Belgium
- Murray tennis pro Mel
Purcell defeated Mario
Martinez, 6-1, 0-6, 6-3, to
advance in second-round
play in the European
Championships.
Advancing in the second round as well were
Yannick Noah who
eliminated Ramesh
Krisfuian, 6-1, 6-2; and
Brian Gottfried, a 6-3,62, victor over Buster
Mottram.
NEW YORK (AP) Mats Wilander of
Sweden, who won the
French Open, and Bonnie Gadusek, a quarterfinalist at the U.S. Open,
were named rookies of
the year by Tennis
Magazine.

It The Wildcats then hit
their first five shots of the
second half, including
three baskets by Jim
Mader, and built an 11point lead before John
Paxson led a final Notre
Dame rally that fell
short.
In other action involving the nation's Top
Twenty teams, topranked Virginia defeated
Janos gavialsII-34, No.
5 Memphis ante routed

Derrick Hord scored 18
points to lead the
Wildcats, who made 75
percent of their shots,
both from the fkld and
foul line.
Faced with Kentucky's
overwhelming talent,
Notre Dame tried to slow
down the game at first.
But the Wildcats eventually changed the ternp0.
Kentucky took a fivepoint lead at halftime, 24-

SCOREBO

St. Louis thiversity 7346.
No. 7 Lenitiville belted
Santa Clara 114-66, No. 11
Houston tripped
Mississippi State 7441,
12th-ranked St. John's
walloped Columbia 72-43,
14th-ranked Tennessee
stopped TennesseeChattanooga 53-49, No. 16
Arkansas defeated
Texas-San Antonio 76-39
and No. 17 Marquette
hammered Florida AliM
91-56.

FREE

Syphon Pump 82 5
FACTORY REP. MERE
Gallon Can With
\ ALL DAY DEC. 46
Purchase
TO ANSWER ALL
YOUR QUESTIONS

9

Automatic Battery Ignition

•

•

753-1331

DINGY
EFFICIENT
KEROSENE
HEATERS

•
leveling Plumb Bob

Tow

Open Mon. thru Thurs. Open Friday &SW.
7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
7 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Closed
Sunday

Automatic Satoty Shut-OR
If Jarred or Tilted
Easy Fill Lift Out Tank

College BasketballScores
Modneedore Camp Denletbell &MO
EAST
Boston Coll, 114, Stonehill 16
Buffalo St di, Niagara 79
Cornell U,Rochester 15
Dartmouth 62, Harvard 11
Fordham 65,Sean Hall 47
Howard U. 71, Bradley 79
Iona 75, Wagner*
La Salle* Rucknell
Maryland 91, Md.-E. Shore 70
Nichon 75, Anna Maria 68
Penn St. 64, Indiana, Pa. 46
Providence 110, Robert Morris 46
St. John's 72, Columbia 45
Siena 56, Northeastern 49
Syracuse 73,St. Bonventure 65
West Virginia 105, Youngstown St 79
SOUTH
Auburn 78, Florida St. U
Austin Peay 52, Bethune-Cookinsui 49
Citadel 00, Appalachian St 55
Dayton 71, E. Kentucky 57
East Carolina 96, Chris. Newport 61
George Mason 91, Monmouth 71
Ga.Southern 80, Valdosta St. 71
Miasiasippi 81, Carson-Newman 70
NE Louisiade 75, Ark.Monticello 48
South Carolina 71, W. Caroline 67
SE Louisiana U,Mclieese St. 61
Southern U.12, Nicholls St. 75
Tennessee 55,'fn.-Chattanooga 49
Virginia Si, Jonas Madison 34
Va. Commonwealth 83, E. Tennessee
St. 03
Virginia St. 110, Fayetteville St. 99
Virginia Tech 105, Charleston, W. Va.
50
Wake Forest 60, Richmond 54
William & Mary 72, Norfolk St 56
IODIFID3T
Akron*,?At. Union 56
Ball St. $4, Indiana St 74
Kansas St. $4, Cal-Davis 54
Kentucky 58, Notre Dame 45
Marquette 91,Florida A&M 56
Memphis St. 75,St. Louis 56
Michigan 71, Cent. Michigan 86
Northwestern 71, S. III-Edwardsville
31

Pardue 511, Fresno St 39
Toledo 74, Kentucky St
Wisconsin X, N Iowa*
Wright St 82, Indiana St -Evansville
Ii
SOUT11111:11T
Arkansas 71, Texas-San Antonio 59
Ark.-Little Rock 79, NW Louisiana 7*
Baylor 56. Ala -Birminghun 55

liesone 74. Minisalppi
Southern Methodist X,Centeaary 75
Texas-Arlington
E Tema St ie
FAR WEFT
Cal-Irvine 79,San Diego 43
FaBertan St. N. Chew= TS
Idaho 51, Wallhing1011 46
Louisville*,Santa Clara
Washington St 73, Ginn.M

Pro Football
National Teediell Lessee
Assericee Coaference
L T Pct. PT PA
Buffalo
750 64 40
Cincinnati
.750 96 61
L.A. Raiders
750 106 06
Miami
750 95 78
N.Y. Jets
758 111 65
Pittsburgh
750 96 74
500 66 U
Cleveland
New England
506 67 75
500 as 70
San Diego
500 61 54
Seattle
Denver
250 57 91
250 60 101
Houston
250 59 73
Kansas City
000 33 105
Baltimore
National Conference
Washington
1 000 98 73
.750 97 66
Dallas
750 101 64
Green Bay
750 67 58
New Orleans
500 114 92
Atlanta
500 59 57
Detroit
503 111 66
Minnesota
500 71 02
St. Louis
250 37 79
Chicago

Lit Rams 1 3 I .7911 71 1111
N.Y Giants 1 3 0 .19603 7$
Philadelphia 1 3 II .21111
U
San Frac-taco
13156 09 NI
Tamps Bay 1 I fl
IN 55 NI
NOTE The top eight teams in each
conference will qualify for the
PlaYfes
Memeday's Ouse
Tampa Bay 23, Miami 17
Theredare Game
San Francisco at Las Angeles Rains
dny„ Dee.
Buffalo at Green Bay at Milwaukee
Houston at New York Giants
Kansas City at Pitisbergh
Minnesota at Miami
New England at Chicago
St. Loma at Philadelphia
San Diego at Cleveland
Tamps Bay at New Orleans
Cincinnati at Baltimore
Dallas at Washington
Atlanta at Denver
Seattle at Los Angeles Raiders
Monday,Dec.
New York Jets at Detroit

Pro Basketball
National Beeketbell Annotation
Wedneodey's Games
Boston 122. Atlanta 97
Milwaukee 125. Indiana 105
New York 101. Cleveland 64

New Jersey 105, Washington N
Detroit 106, San Antonio 97
Kansas City 143, Cticago 132
Las Angeles 1116, Huston 16
Seattle 131,Soin Diego 110
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Deluxe hard covers.
Sug. List $18.95 ea.
Domestic
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1976-83
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Imports
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I.
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12 oz flip top
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booster amplifier #3000 AMP500

5 kght functions
with fluorescent,
clear & amber
beams Batteries
not included
#333-OW
Sug. List $24.95
Sale
Price 13.95
Less Mfg.
Rebate -2.00

Eliminate Winter Tire
Changeover!

Your Net Price!

• Savo thei extra coat of
ertOer twee. vonnelia. setae*
and changeovers
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COT A PARTS PROBLEM?
Ask a Qualified Counterman
Only CAROUEST has them

7g88
•

Prices good thru December 31, 1982 at as participating CAROUEST Auto Parts Stores
CAPOUEST senkes are available moue!)Parts Distributors Warehouse Inf hiertiptIK llaginessee

1109 Chestnut Street
Murray - 753-8311
CAROUEST the Right Place to buy auto parts
Right Parts • Right Price • Right Advice
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murder, manslaughter and embezzlement of public
funds.
Your letter points up the importance of reporting
a crime immediately after it has taken place.

Model of mansion development displayed
FRANKFORT, Ky
(AP) — A scale model of
the governor's mansion,
including site develop-

ment and landscaping, is front entrance.
The model will be movon display on the first
floor of the Capitol, bet- ed to the Old Capitol in
ween the rotunda and two weeks for indefinite
display.

It,

•••

By Abigail Van Buren

Past Crime Has No
Present Punishment
DEAR ABBY: My wife and I have been happily married
for eight years. Just recently she informed me that when
she was 16, she was gang-raped by four guys who lived in
her neighborhood. She was too frightened at the time to
report it to the police and too ashamed to tell her family.
She never would have told me about it, but last year we
moved back to her old neighborhood and she kept running
into these four guys. She said seeing them again brought
back all those terrible memories, so she broke down and
told me the whole story.
I was shocked because I know these four guys and see
them on a regular basis. Even though it's been 12 years
since this happened, is it too late now to bring charges
against these guys?
ANGRY IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR ANGRY: Unfortunately, the statute of limitations has run out. In California, Penal Code 800
provides that the felony must be charged within
three years after its commission — except for

Complete Hi-Fl Stereo

Reg. Separate
Items 529.80

MIS%

$13080

: .
• Realistic STA-730 AM/FM Receiver *
• Two Nova -5 Speaker Systems With 8" Woofer
and 2" Tweeter in Genuine Walnut Veneer
• LAB-130 Belt-Drive Automatic Turntable With
$12.95 Realistic/ADC Cartridge and Dust Cover
*
27 watts per channel, minimum rms Into 8 ohm from 20-20,000 Hz, with no

more than 0.08% THD

2-Way Speaker System in Genuine
Walnut Veneer

Chronomatic*-228 by Realistic

Nova-5 by Realistic

Half
Price

RIDGEFIELD, Conn.
(AP) — Almost everyone
who lived through them
seems to have total recall
of what he or she was doing on two crucial days in
the history of our
Republic:
Nov. 22, 1963 — the
assassination of President Kennedy.
Dec. 7, 1941 — the
Japanese attack on Pearl
harbor.
I remember that on the
day Kennedy was shot to
death in Dallas, I was
having lunch with two AP
colleagues at Le Relais, a
long vanished restaurant
on West 48th Street in
Manhattan. The
dish asher came running out of the kitchen and
said he had just heard the
incredible news on the
radio. Within the hour I
was on the shuttle to
Washington and that
night I was among a
group of- reporters and
photographers waiting
for the President's body
to arrive at Andrews Air
Force Base.
On Dec. 7, 1941 — "A
date which will live in infamy," as President
Roosevelt put it in his
memorable war message
to Congress — I was on a
Sunday hike with the
other seven members of
my Boy Scout patrol in
the woods of Alpine, N.J.,
just across the George
Washington bridge from
New York. We had just
begun building the fire to
roast some hot dogs,

3995
Each

Great for travelers! "Beep"/radio
alarm, snooze button, and 3/8"
LCD with night light. #12-1535

Buy a pa r for someone and save $80. Long-throw
8" woofer and tuned port deliver solid bass. The
2" tweeter is liquid cooled for greater power handling 19 x 143/4 x 7't2" #40-4030

39.95

Ready to Plug In!

"Hangs up" on any flat
surface! Auto-Redial,
electronic ringer with Hi/
Lo/Off switch. FCC registered. White, #43-284.
Brown, #43-285

Save
$10

7995

Makes a great first system for any youngster!
Reg. Pedestal base holds phono/mono tuner plus the
89.95 two wide-range speakers or 45-RPM records.
Two-speed phorio, dust cover. #13-1161

EC-404 by Radio Shack

Special
Purchase

4

Copyrpht Walt Disney
Productions, InC

Reg. 19.95
Surprise your youngster
with this rugged AM
portable Built-in electronic horn, 3" safety
reflector. #12-197
Batteries extra

It Folds Up?
Petite, feminine—she'll love it!
Never needs battenes, even
works in normal indoor light.
8-digit LCD. #65-902

Check Your Phone Book for the Radse ThaekStore or Dealer Nearest You
PFRDITS MAY VARY AT INGO/TOT/At STORCS AND MA/ FRS

Wednesday burley average off
mulligan
stew
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
ed to a diner in Fort Lee,
N.J. The short order cook
set his Atwater-Kent
radio on the counter to
share the sparse details
of the attack with his
customers.
"This means war," I
recall him pointedly telling us, "and before it's
over you kids will be
wearing different
uniforms."
How sadly right he was.
one of the boys with us
that day, Robert Brooker,
came home from the

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Burley tobacco
sold for an average of
$181.65 per hundredweight on transactions for 22,023,644 pounds
Wednesday. The average
was off 81 cents from
Tuesday's sales, according to the FederalState Market News Service.
The season average fell
to $182.96 on the sale of
187,986,730 pounds of leaf.
Through the first eight
days of sales last year,
the average was $180.08
on 195,796,889 pounds.
The best price of the
day was enjoyed by

farmers who sold their
burley at Cynthia-no,
where the average was
$186.09 on 648,290 pounds.
Shelbyville was also a
strong market, handling
1,490,917 pounds of leaf
for an average of $185.24.
The low average was
Hopkinsville's $175.58 on
464,330 pounds of burley.
Lexington again topped
the volume list, selling
3,105,557 pounds for an
average of $182.31.
There were no sales at
Mayfield warehouses,
while no reports were
received on transactions
at Henderson, London,
Louisville and Paducah.

Phone
753-2571
153-2571
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Fun with Mickey, Donald
Duck, Goofy and their
friends. LP, #51-3004
Cassette, #51-3005

South Pacific in a body famy," a disturbing book
on Pearl Harbor and its
bag.
aftermath that shifts the
The irony of the keen blame
from Adm. Husremembrances that most band Kimmel
and Gen.
of us who experienced Walter C. Short,
the comthese two days share is manders in Hawaii on the
that no other events in fateful day, and
places it
our history have evoked starkly in the highest
corsuch .controversy, such ridors of power
in
skpeticism, such linger- Washington:
the White
ing a suspicion that the House,
the War Departwhole story still has not ment,
the Navy building.
been told to the American
Among other things,
public.
Toland offers strong
Pearl Harbor has been evidence that the
officially probed no fewer Japanese attack on Pearl
than nine times, but the Harbor was no surprise:
mystery and the intelligence reports from
culpability seems to grow a variety of sources inand change with the formed Washington that
years. Now comes my Kido Butai, a formidable
Connecticut neighbor, Japanese striking force,
that excellent historian was steaming toward
John Toland, with "In- Hawaii at 14 knots.

COUPON SALE

Clarinette*-14 by Realistic

PLUS OTHER GREAT VALUES FOR HOLIDAY SHOPPERS!
Deluxe Bike
Ladies' Solar-Powered
Radio and Horn
Compact-Style
Road Patrol' by Archer
Calculator

With 72-Page

when a man on horseback
came galloping down the
trail into the clearing of
our campsite. In an excited voice he told us
Japanese planes were
dropping bombs on Pearl
Harbor. None of us in the
Owl Patrol had a clue
where Pearl Harbor was,
but we banked the fire,
put the cooking gear back
in our knapsacks and hik-

STOREWIDE

wi=1.

Full-Color Book

You're never too old (or too young) to learn how
to make friends and be popular. For Abby's booklet
on Popularity, send $1, plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped (37 cents) envelope to Abby, Popularity, P.O.
Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Kid's AM/FM
With Stereo
Phono

2995 Reg.

•••

Murray Home & Auto rH

Reg. 79.95 Each

Batteries extra

DEAR ONE: There's nothing wrong with flowers,
candy or a cake. But if "the pretty housecoat" is the
the wrong size, you will have to exchange it!

Historical events kindle memories

who thaek

AM/FM Digital Quartz
Clock Radio—Save 40

DEAR ABBY: Please print this letter so my sister and
brother will read it and see themselves.
Abby, why do grown children give their mother a check
for special occasions such as Mother's Day, her birthday
and Christmas? They hand it to her and say. ''Here, Mom,
I never know what to buy you."
Meanwhile, Mom is in a wheelchair — where she has
been for the last three years — and she can't go shopping
to buy anything. Mom depends on one daughter for everything. As you may have guessed, I am that daughter who
iealready run to death. I'm not complaining, but when
someone gives her a check, I am the one who has to go to
the bank to cash it and then go shopping.
What's the matter with flowers, candy, a pretty housecoat or a cake? Thanks for hearing me out. I feel better
already. Sign me . .
THE ONE WHO DOES EVERYTHING

ifilott

WITH THIS COUPON
FRI. DEC. 3 IL SAT. DEC. 4, 1982

••••

4111.
•=••
•••••
.11EN.
mino.

4111r

soto;i:

.Friday & Saturday
Dec. 3rd & 4th Only
Open 1-i Sea* Through Christmas

SHOP MURRAY FIRST
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World's Fair logo desiper reaches settlement

Surgeons substitute
man's foiling heart

KNOXVILLE, Tama.
— The deeipier QI
the IMO World's Fair
"flame" kap has reached
an out-of-court settlement in his copyright infringement suit with exposition promoters.
But neither artist
David Gilbert nor his attorney, Jim Jones of
Knoxville, would discuss
the settlement Wednesday
"I can't reveal the
terms of it," Jones said.
"I really can't make any
comment"
AP

SALT LAKE CITY Menu during surgery
AP) — Surgeons remov- were life-threatening,
ed the failing heart of a Sands replied, "No, I
61-year-old man today don't think so."
and implanted a
Following surgery,
polyurethane device in which ended about 5:30
the first attempt to a.m., an acute-care team
replace a human heart took over monitoring of
with a permanent Clark's condition, Sands
mechanical substitute. said. He said the
Doctors called the opera- operating room was servtion a success.
ing for a time as a
The guy is being sus- recovery room.
Clark was to be moved
tained entirely by his new
heart," said University of later this morning to an
Utah Medical Center intensive-care room
PET GIP THE WEEK — "Tara," one-year-old
spokesman Mark Sands equipped with the com- female cat, part Persian, with long grey
hair, is
as the long operation pressed air which drives available for adoption at Animal Shatter, 100
E.
the new heart, Sands Sycamore Ext., just east of South
neared a close.
Fourth Street,
operated by Humane Society of Calloway County.
The announcement said.
Earlier, Peterson said Hours of the shelter, open to
came 5k1 hours after
the public, are 10 a.m.
surgeons made the first doctors were not certain to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
incision in the chest of how Clark would respond Saturday, and noon to 4 p.m.,Sunday.
Barney B. Clark, a to a healthy heartbeat
former dentist who lives after living with low
heart output for several
in surbuban Seattle.
months, and it was likely
Surgeons had ex- the doctors
would start
perienced complications with a
reduced output.
CHICAGO (AP) —
Also on sale are perin the later hours of the
Explaining the timing There's pupcakes, liver sonal dog
mugs, ceramic
operation while they were of the operation
, Peterson pound cake, beef chews pill boxes and treat
jars.
weaning Clark from a said,"We
had to find that and steak-kidney ragout Dog food resembli
ng
heart-lung machine and precious moment
of time on the menu at "Famous pieces of candy are in S.
placing him entirely on when we
•
no longer could Fido's Doggie Deli," glass jars, country-s
•
tore •
the new device, said Dr. do him
any harm," ad- where pampered pooches fashion, selling from
5 t.
Chase Peterson.
ding that Clark smiled can eat high on the hog.
cents to 59 cents each.
He said Clark suffered when told the operation
•
The deli is owned by
Items include dog I.
swelling from the lungs had been moved up.
Gloria Lissner and boots, dog stationer
•
y, and .•
due to an earlier heart
Clark, a retired dentist Bridget O'Connell, who dog reminder notes
•
that
failure and there was who lives in Federal Way, say they'll also cater a
I.
bleeding in the chest cavi- Wash., a suburb south of "Bone-A-Party" — a big say: "Have you hugged •
ty which Peterson at- Seattle, visited with his meal for the stay-at-home your dog today?" or "It is
10 p.m. — do you know
tributed to earlier cor- wife and family members pet set.
where your dog is?"
tisone treatments. He did Wednesday.
Ten years ago, Miss
Two-pound cakes are
not say how the swelling
"I don't think he really Lissner opened "Happy made of liver,
bone meal,
and bleeding complicated felt it would succeed," Tails" grooming shop on
flour, honey and other inthe operation.
said his son, Stephen K. the Northwest Side,
A hospital official who Clark, 35, who remained where dogs can be attired gredients. Lettered on the
I.
asked not to be identified in Seattle. "His interest in tuxedos, leopard pa- frosting are inscriptions
such
as
"Fido
Loves
said surgeons experienc- in going ahead — he told jamas, silk robes and
I.
ed problems with one of this to me — was to make custom-made suits in the Fifi."
"Business is fanthe ventricles of the this contribution, clothes annex.
tastic," said Miss
mechanical heart after it whereas the only other
"I got the idea for a Lissner, 30, who has 2,000
was implanted. He said way was to die of the doggie deli when
regular customers on file •:
something — possibly disease."
customers kept asking for the grooming business
tissue — impeded the
The surgical team was me for treats or food
flow of blood, so the ven- headed by Dr. William made with ingredients alone. "In the last two
weeks we've done several
tricle was replaced.
DeVries, chief of car- especially needed in a caterings, sold
50
The pioneering opera- diothoracic surgery at pet's diet. Something that
tion was originally plann- the hospital and the only would look good and taste takeouts and about 75
ed for this morning, but surgeon allowed to per- good," she said. "They cakes. Next we are going
doctors rushed the pa- form the operation under said they were tired of to have health shakes for
tient to the operating guidelines approved by buying them hamburgers pregnant dogs and
table Wednesday night the Food and Drug Ad- and french fries at fast- dietetic dinners."
All the food is
wfien his condition ministration.
food places."
homemad
e, Miss Lissner
deteriorated rapidly, ofThe team also included
At the deli, pets can said.
ficials said.
three other surgeons, an look in the glass
Clark, who suffers from assistant to DeVries, two showcases at natural
4k94,94*., heart *CASP cardiologists, three food& *aped like steak,
was having serious ir- anesthesiologists, Dr. pot pies and frosted cupregular heart rhythms, Robert Jarvik, who in- cakes.
said Peterson, university vented of the Jarvik-7
Selections are served in
vice president of health heart being implanted, bowls set on little white
sciences. He said doctors and Dr. Donald Olsen, a tables, complete with
decided to operate while veterinarian responsible napkins and a vase of
Clark's heart was still for animal experiments flowers — or the food can
pumping adequate with the device, Peterson be bought to go, ready-toamounts of blood.
said.
eat or frozen.
Clark was anesthetized
10 minutes after arriving
in the operating room and
the incision was made at
A senior exhibition of Price Doyle Fine Arts
11:27 p.m. MST. Clark
went on a heart-lung commercial art by Center. It is in partial
machine at midnight and Thomas W. Gray of 205 fulfillment of rehis heart was removed Federal Court in quirements for the
Louisville will be on bachelor of fine arts
seven minutes later.
"It would be fair to say display at Murray State degree.
there were some anxious University through Dec.
Gallery nours are 7:30
moments during the 12.
His show, titled "The a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday
surgery," Sands said.
"Most of these problems Cat in the Hat Has It through Friday, 10 a.m.
Together," is in the Clara to 4 p.m. on Saturday and
were anticipated."
Asked if any of the pro- M. Eagle Gallery of the 1 to 4 p.m. on Sunday.

"• •

U.S. District Judge
Robert I. Taylor dismissed Gilbert's la wadi Temday after an agreement
was reached

Kaesville's United
Americaa Bank Jake
Butcher, the bank's
chairman, also was
(halms of the easegy•
In the lawsuit, charging theme Mr,held la Kasscopyright infringement viBe May I-Oct.33.
and deceptive trade pracGilbert. 32, **tight
tices. Gilbert said exam- $041,010
in damages and
tioo promoters made all profits
from the symmillions of dollars from bols
worldwide
the design but paid him marketing
an souvenirs
only $224
and in advertistng
Gilbert said he clinigaSpokeernen for Knoxed the red Remo logo ia ville International
1T71 while working as. twerp Exposition Inc.
free-lance artist for the fair's noa-profit

arimmidos corporation
dismissed Gilbert's
claim The
said the
logS'$ value caine trim
their derision to one and
preemie it, not from the
&alp itself
More than 11 million
rues were made to the
Werkl's Fair, which attracted exhibits from II
nations. the 10-nation
European Economic
Community, sis Mates
and more them 110 car
porations and organtsanom

'''

Pampered pooches dine
right at'Doggie Deli'

SAT. DEC. 4th
Jan in the Fun' Put a tough
cuttin E cho saw to the test at
OW store.
• Free Refreshments
• Professional Demonstrations
• Safety Tips

Coll 7534201

Com'on in
cut with an Echo
and receive a F REE

ICAO Baseball
Coy.

A Idoo Re melee will be Isere te
answer
say geestieu yes might bare.

Art exhibition on display

ON KIMBALL PIANOS 81 ORGANS

FRIDAY NIGHT
•

...*:.01104014

0
•
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yaolios,‘

•

OFF

SEAFOOD
BUFFET

LIST PRICE ON ALL
IN STOCK UNITS
23 UNITS TO SELL

'In,. N1
Seek o •

4114"'

the
savin.gel

The Onus **straw Sonst
made lo Mt Iota UMW of
MUMS youturce T114 wanton

Is MOM la wow mitNA* souses wives wo
WitOnto tacw na isms est
am MI MO 1.,lOSCP1 bOloc
14 We CAM awry 4 a
moo al no trim asp in pro
Wine we we tie MONS ci
Kraig s ration 1swami

Dinner Served From 5:00 P.M. To 8:00 P.M.

Featuring: Home Style Clam
Chowder, Boiled Gulf Coast Shrimp,
Oysters on the Half-Shell, Broiled
Ocean Perch, Breaded Shrimp, Fried
Oysters, Cod Fillets Fried to a golden
brown, Crab Croquettes, Shrimp
Fried Rice, Breaded Ocean Clam
Strips, Assorted Hot Vegetables,
Salad Bar, Cheese Bar, and Dessert
Table:

The Kimball Seoersta
Organ a two swum organ

sloth any play *slums
MSI ut yOu 0$40, ml((1( I)
music yotheut the agony
11 1 maks you

a tiv tor ass

9
Kenlake
State Resort Par

Pius Tax

Aaron, Ky.

„

limy. 14
•••

•

•
.7,1••4

Thurmlay. December 2. 19t1
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2. Notice

. Notice

2. Notice

2. Notice

2. Notice

Help Wanted

24. Miscellaneous

Home Furnishings

••101•111111MINIMIIIIIM

CUSTOM
JEWELRY

Copy

and Restura

TIOVI

101101 it

•

IC

•Specially
CARTER STUDIO

NB

made to yoor
specificetions. We
work chain, size
nags, set stases etc.

GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELRY

,O. MAN

•

Need Cash? We buy and
sell Depression Glass &
Fiestaware
Be! Air
Decor Store

Reserve
Your
Santa Claus
Suit/or
Christmas
Now

NOTICE
For year ceeremOsoes, llm
Senor from ow Solos Dor
ell be is sir seirwriroor
from 6:311 PM to COO PM
is Mserloys, Toeseoys,
Thersays sad Friday..
POIDOMS, OLDSM01111.1,
PONTIAC, C.411011.LSC
1404W. Mai
7535311

(Inside Vernon
Western Store)
Olympic Plaza
Hrs. 9-9 Deily
1-6 Sunday

For
Sale

C
*
.

7S3 ant$

Boll Machine
- Night Raider.
Call 753-8200

Pin

HOUSE
MOVING

RENTAL SALES

CENTER
301/L mem

Need a House Moved,
Basement or Foundation Work. Contact
Mac Gore.
GORE HOUSE
MOVING
901-247-5255
Puryear, Ti.

7534201

Santa Suit Rental. Mr
Tuxedo. Call 759-4073.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Inclined to
6 Epic tales
11 Cried
12 Empower
14 Cruising
15 Berth of a
type
17 Pt of the
Bible
18 - a boy!
19 Dart: Colloq
20 Philippine
volcano
21 Compass
point
22 Prepared
23 Secluded
valley
24 Shirkers of
duty
26 One of the
media
27 Take one's
part
28 Float in air
29 Chiefs
31 Chosen
34 Urges on
35 Wooden container
36 Behold!
37 Exist
38 Aches
39 Male sheep
40 French article
41 Directed at
target
42 Keen
43 Mare's home
45 Corrects
47 Metal
48 Arrays

3 WW II
agcy.
4 Compass
point
5 Train
6 Indian soldier
7 Dillseed
8 Long fish
9 Hebrew
month
10 Slants
11 Blouse
13 Short jackets
16 Seed containers
19.Dispatches
20 Wideawake
22 Forays
23 Favor
25 Customary
procedure
26 Bards
28 Defamation
29 Cures
30 Long-legged

III

1

2

3

BAD or NO CREDIT?
Now you can receive
Visa, MasterCard, and
major credit cards. 100.
Guaranteed. For free
brochure send S.A.S.E.
to Century Reports, Box
902068, Dallas, TX 75390
or calf 214-340-1879.

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle

MOM MUM OM 0
MUM MMEME U00
UMUMUU DOM=
COMM COM
MUM MOM MO
MOM MOM UM
CM MMO MOM 0
MU MOB MOM
MOO CIMG UUU
UME =UM
COMMOU OMMOU
MOO MUM= MD 0
13120 =MOM MU

4

6

5

7

12

fi

I

desert
38 Heap
39 Skating area
41 Actor Vigoda
42 Marsh
44 Near
46 N Eng State

birds
31 Cleveland s
lake
32 African
antelopes
33 Cupolas
35 Ship of the

8

9

Have S minutes? Call
759-4444 for an inspirational message to
brighten your day.
Children's tope 7594445.

PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION
AVAILABLE
Merrily Calloway
County Transit City
County Service.
753-9715

10

,
1
23 20 17

.
14
4
015 18

523,500 2 to 3 acres
ski farm with sward
art buildings Ineludhog
old owe. Neese has
been newly remodeled. Call 753409$
after 4:30.

1

kiss Pertain
Sidings
MoyfioM, ly, 25% off
Storage beadier. Tliereeley
Dec. 25th, shoe 818 fire
12r3411.
-7131

M & G Complete Glass
Co. has a complete line
of glass, plexiglass, and
mirrors. We install auto
glass and replace side
mirrors, for cars and
trucks. We install
aluminum store fronts,
plate glass, and insulated glass. We fix
storm windows, storm
doors, and screens. We
cut glass table tops,
mirrors, and window
glass. We also repair
and replace patio door
glass. M & G Glass Co.
816 Coldwater Rd. 7530180 or 753.2798.

NEW
ARRIVALS
14 Kt. Gold
Chains
*light & heavy weight
'Herringbone
*C Chains
'Serpentine
•Box and rope chains
501% off
GOLD & SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS
(Inside Vernon's
Western Store)
Olympic Plaza
Hrs. 9-9 Doily
1-6 Sunday

S. Lost and Found
24

Rent Your
Santa Claus
Suit Early
Call
753-1805

2
28

pill 27
1

32

34

3

38

37

Now For Your
•sc

Ape)

40
.
43

1

42

Party

DOWN
1147

48

Keeps Dept-

Ili

1 Annoy
2 Female ruffs

OKAY, NOW YOU TELL
ME WHAT YOU WANT HIM
TO BRIN6 YOU, AND I'LL
PUT IT IN WE LETTER... _

Dear Santa Claus,

Ar,

t ti

1.4.re IL /,-ti•',$1
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BUT THERE'S
USUALLY A
BIG- WAIT
THIS TIME
OF DAY

I'D LIKE TO USE
THE SCALE OUTSIDE THE DRUGSTORE--

t

19%,
/clic •2

5A RGE IS

BEATING
UP ON
BEETLE

T)-!EN! WE'LL 14AVE
PROOF TO 51-10W TI-1E
INSPECTOR 6ENERAL

AGAIN!

i2-2

1,t
k•fit
Wok
ftle

I PORGOT CORAS
5IRTHDAY
YESTERDAY

5

OkY-e4

OU

WAS IT A NCTE

•••

5

MA5TER!

Job's OFFSHORE.
Send stamp for details
OFFSHORE, Box
,
973, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Mechanic wanted. New
car dealership. Send
resume to P.O. Box
1040G

Male Graduate Student
desiring to rent furnished apartment in
nice neighborhood for
occupancy around December 15th. Write:
Dan Self, 2710 Lewis
La., Owensboro, Ky.
42301.
Retired gentlemen
wishes to lease with
option to purchase
Decent
small farm
house, large barn or
shop. Secluded okey.
Call George Fraser
453-2682 ext. 39.
Want to rent small
house in country. 4892615.

14. Want to Buy
ATC Honda 70, 3 wheel.
Call 492-8790.
Good used 706 Farmall
Tractor, got to be nice.
437-4155.
Male Graduate Student
desiring to rent furnished apartment in
nice neighborhood for
occupancy around December 15th. Write:
Dan Self, 2710 Lewis
La., Owensboro, Ky.
42301.
Raw furs, raccoon, red
fox, gray fox, muskrat,
mink, coyote, Opossum,
beaver. Owen McClellan, P.O. Box 63,
Pulaski, III. 62976,
Phone 618-342-6316.
Truck, older model
'74-'75, four wheel drive.
Chev., Jeep or Ford.
Would consider regular
truck. 436-5830.
Want to buy a duplex,
753-4010 call after 6:00,

Length leather coat,
size 8. Wine in color.
$35. 753-6758.
For Sale: New shipment of desks, chairs,
and file cabinets. Ross
& Sons Salvage. Martin,
T N 3 8 2 3 7
Phone:901-587-2420.
Give for Christmas 3 in
1 (sewing table and
cabinet, file desk or end
table) $90. Storage box
or hope chest $50, also
large bird feeders $20.
12 hole Martin box 130.
See at 1624 Olive or
phone 753-1712.
Large size lady clothing. 753-6114.

SALE
Must sell. Rear tractor tire overstocked.
Cell Max. 247-7106.

GET THAT NET LIP-

F4571

•••

Like new TRS-80 Model
III, 48K, 2 disc drive
with Line Printer VIII,
Telephone Modem.
Used 10 hrs. Real
Christmas bargain. $2,
495. Call 435-4366
anytime.
Polaroid, 70 camera
plus carrying case,
little used. Phone 7537783.
Used Speed Queen Eilb
4 washers and 50Ib. gas
dryers. New DeWalt
radial arm saw made
by Black & Decker. Call
759-1613.

16. Home Furnishings
A nice chair suitable for
living room or den, good
condition. Call 753-5544.
Register for free Touch A-Matic lamps. Just
touch lamp and it goes
on. For more' information, look at Factory
Outlet ad under misc.
Woodstove, ref rigera
tor, rug, living room
suite, electric and gas
cookstove, maple drop
leaf table and chairs.
753-529/.

)

Excellent condition,
earthtone plaid sots and
love seat 1300 733'8998

Fire wood 459 2615
55 Gal aquarium, with
stand, light, top, heater,
outside filter, S100. 753-

22. Musical
15 Chord Chromaharp
Autoharp with case. 1
yr. old $110 Call 7531310.
Experienced piano
teacher has opening for
new students in piano or
organ. 753-0739.
Hammond Sounder
Organ, $375. Also Sears
portable dishwasher,
345. 753-6979.
HOme Stereo System,
excellent condition. Call
753-7791.
Like new, Fender Jazz
Bass with case, $600 or
best offer. 753-0158 after
4:00.

23. Exterminating
Free Inspection
Licensed, Bonded, Insured. Serval! Termite
and Pest Control Co.
1300 E. Wood, Paris,
Tenn. Eddie Williams,
Ph. 753-8779,9 to 5.

CARS $100! TRUCKS
$751 Available at local
govt sales. Call
(refundable) 1-312-9315337, ext. 17748 for your
directory on how to
purchase. 24 hrs.
FIREWOOD, good
hardwood (oak,
hickory, etc.) $25 rick.
Delivered. 527 3984.
FIREWOOD. Seasoned
oak and hickory 18" and
22". $29 a rick, Greenwood. $25 rick, delivered and stacked.
753-9600.
Factory Outlet, custom
made lamps and
shades. 100s of varieties
available, (including
E.T. and Smurf lamps),
lamp repair, shade
repair. Low, low prices,
excellent quality.
Grand Opening Sat.,
4, 9 : 3 0 4 .
De c
Mon.-Thurs. 12-4. Fri.
12-7. Located at Pottertown on 641 N., 1/2 mile
N. of MSU Stadium. For
more information, call
after 5p.m. 753-9786.
Register for free TouchA-Matic lamp.

27. Mobile Home Sales
14x70 three bedroom, 2
bath, underpinning, 200
AMP service pole, all
electric. 4374171.

n.Mobile Home Rentals
24. Miscellaneous
For Sale TRS-80 Model I
Level II with expansion
interface and two disc
drives. Also line printer
with tractor feed. Call
471-2773.
IN TIME FOR XMAS.
Atari Video with 5
cartridges, like new
$125. Zenith Video Recorder, Bata System
$390. Girls Shoe Roller
Skates, size 5, $20. 1978
Impala, I dr., 6 cylinder, new tires $2,950.
753-4981.
Odessy Video game
with 7 cartridges. 7536546 after 5:90.
Raw Fur Hite Fur &
Root Co. Paducah, Ky.
443-6139.
Two Sears 5 ft. chain
link gates with 50ft. of
fence and fence posts.
$200. 753-4667.
Wood! Strictly oak and
hicprx, 8 ft. slabs,
delivered approx. 10
ricks per load. 753-9986.
Fire wood for sale.
Delivery. 474-8042

A two bedroom newly
furnished. Shady Oaks
Mobile Home Court.
Call 753-5209.
Nice two bedroom
trailer near Murray, no
pets. Call 489-2611.
Three bedroom, 1 1/2
bath, central gas heat,
appliances furnished,
vacant. Coleman Real
Estaie. 753-9898.
Trailer for rent, see
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Ct.
Two bedroom traitor,
miles north of Almo
Heights. 753-5618

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

A.For Rent

111

Effiency apt. for man.
1603 College Farm Rd.
492-8225.

HELP WANTED
Paducah Pepsi Cola is seeking a General
Sales Manager. We offer a challanging
position with excellent growth potential,
salary plus bonus, company car, expense
account, extensive training program and
fringe benefits.
Responsible for sales, marketing,
strategist and developement of personnel.
Advancement depends on your performance and desire to move ahead.
Degree in marketing or business
prefered. Send resume including salary
history to 3000 Belt Line Paducah, Ky
42001. Attn: run Elder.
In&

:
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Xmas Special
HI POWER EQUALIZER BOOSTER
7 MAME 600,,ZIEO.71000TEP
UM POMP SCOCJI701.1 OTC!
111I *ATM cmirrv,
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• hew Co*.
Cowan.low
haw
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179.9S

MEB 1200

MN,

30. Business Rentals

Cler Price$1 0995

"World of Sound"

t

753-5565
itekh.414.(0,30240ceParkge•Ma4440:argok*Ji,,g44(
.222 So. 12th

,4<\

A 14002E7
RIDER
CCWEre /

20 YOU WANT
TO SMILE,
BEETLE;

vt,*
SO SHE GAVE ME
A LITTLE
REMINDER

•••••4*

6. Help Wanted

9. Situation Wanted

15. Articles for Sale

.41whATV

I'LL GET
TOE
CAMERA

Lost: Small white
puppy, lost in vacinity
of MSU campus. Clear
flea collar. If found call
759-1671.

Administrative Co
ordinator, Center for
Invocation and Dry
velopment, Murray
State University. Responsibilities Include
Coordinator of National
conference: Graphics
and editing of national
news letters and other
publications: General
Office administrative
duties. Position begins
Jan. 15, 1942. Address
applications' to Dr.
Helgi, Murray State
University.
Auditions being held for
Country/Western Band.
Need singers, guitar,
piano players, drummer and fiddler. Also
need lights and sets
Person. Call 901-822-4675
after 6p.m.
OIL CO. OPENINGS.
Off shore rigs. No
experience necessary.
Start immediately. $35,
POO plus a year. For
information call 1-312920-9364, ext. 17748.
Service Manager
needed. Salary plus
commission. New car
dealership. Send resume to P.O. Box 1040H.
TEXAS REFINERY
CORP. needs mature
person now in Murray
area. Regardless of
training, write D.T.
Sears, Box 711, Ft.
Worth, Tx. 76101.
We're in the business of
Developing Directors
looking for self starter
who likes working with
people. Write P.O. Box
1224, Murray, Ky.

MINI BIKE

For Sale. Runs on electricty. Runs 8 hours before
needs recharging. Runs 35
m.p.h. Good condition. Can
be seen at 1519 London Dr.
Murra , K .
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32. Apts. For Rent

34.Hewsfor Red

Apartment for rent in
city. Large rooms in
older remodeled home
with one bedroom, living room, all new
kitchen with partially
furnished appliances
and all new bathroom.
$125. monthly. For more
information call Spann
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
For rent Hamelot North
Apartments. Nice 2
bedroom townhouses.
Appliances, central
heat. 1 bedroom apar
tment also available.
753-7559 or 753-7550.
Furnished one bedroom, 7531730. After
5:00 p.m. 753-6965.
One bedroom, near
downtown Murray 753
4 1 0 9 , 7 6 2 6 6 5 0 or
436-2844.
Responsible female
roommate wanted to
share house, extremely
reasonable expenses
Call 759 4011
Two bedroom apt Call
753-9208 after 4p.m.

Two bedroom near
downtown, married
couples. S155 per month.
Deposit and references.
753-647/ after 4:30 p.m.
Two bedroom house,
washer and dryer, hookup, S155 per month plus
$100 deposit on old 641
North. Call 753-1932
Two bedroom, 2 miles
East of New toncord off
Hwy. 444.436-2189
Would like to rent a
three bedroom house in
or near Murray, call
This number,753-5671.

41. Public Site

Two quarter horses.
Day 753 5341. Night
753-8766.
Two registered Alpine
goats, excellent milk
stock. $130 firm. 7530195.

31. Pets-Supplies
AKC Registered
Minature Schnauzer
puppies, 6 wks. old. Salt
and pepper color. Call
435-4373.
AKC Reg. Boxer puppies. $80 or best offer.
Call 437-4892.
AKC Registered
Dachshund puppy,
black and tan male. 7
weeks old. Call 759-1718.
Collie pups. AKC Registered, excellent
bloodlines. $754125. 7626408 Of 502-821-2127.
Free mixed breed puppies will be small dogs.
753-2504.
Labrador Retriever
puppies excellent
bloodlines. AKC. 7534106.
Miniture Dachhound
puppies. Call 753-1308.
Roltweiler pups AKC
champion sired pet,
protection, show excellent confirmation. 7536843.
Yellow Nape Amazon
tame and talking, tame
African Grey Mexican
Double Yellow head.
Talking, tame Mexican
red head. Tropical birds
of Paradise 753-4106.

4

$40 Room only. Apt. for
rent 575. 2 blocks from
campus. Call 753-8165 or
436-2.411.
United Ministry Center,
1611 Olive St. (1 block
behind Granny's Porch)
$295 Spring Semester.
Rooms available in
Dec. at end of this
semester. House has
kitchen, study room, TV
with cable, gas appliances and air conditioning. 753-3531.

34. Houses for Rent
Cozy two bedrooms,
unfurnished. For information, call 753-7791
after 4p.m. References
required.
Near Aurora, 6 yrs. old,
3 bedroom, electric and
wood heat, water furnished. $160 plus deposit. 442-5647.
Nice 2 bedroom on 641
N., VA miles from city
limits. $175 per month
with $150 deposit. No
pets. Call 753-4729.

REWARD $1000.00
For information leading to the arrest or
conviction of the person or persons involved in the breakin at the Jackson Parchase Gun Club.Contact the Calloway
County Sheriff's Office.

753-3151

MY OLD
KENTUCKY
HOMES
COOKBOOK

S Forty
Geroge Sole
M. ad S.9-5 snip.
Pram 194, take Nary.
288, 2 1/8 alas
from list Y Merisat.
Appilsnces, wow toys
and took, aatieres,
quilts, dishes, may
Christmas gift Ness
sad mach mach
await Ida sr shins.

1501 Nosey, Friday
sad Saterday, 9-5.
Children's clothes,
toys, shoes, al pied
merchaadise. 7537457.

43. Real Estate
TOU
11111.1.1.11111111
7
IT
IF

Realty
Office Cart Cart
bran fres Everywhere
tellehle Service Rae 1901
1912 Cakeeter Seed
Money, Keinecky 421171

(SO2)753-0186
Anytime
JOEL KENNON
Draw
Leased & Beaded

Pardee & Thermos
humorous &
Real Estate
Seatiisills Court Sq.
Manny, Kestacky
753-4451

uth 12th at Sycamor
TELEPHONE 753-1651

Appointments mode
for yarn convenience.
Pell time sales
associates erasing
Awls McCarty ..153-22d
Demo higkt .753- 772 ,
*CS botswort6 . 75313N
753-2517
raY SW.
AIM hewn . 753-2471

753-7499
Atignig,g1k.Kmitertg,..,r4t,044,4

Hitachi
• FM AM SW -Stereo Cassette Recorder
• 3-way dynamic stereo sound system • VU
meter • Metal tape capability • Dolby'" noise
reduction • Son Touch control. separate
deleatable recording level control

asp. $219.95
$,

s

only I
• Cassetir e reuse Onto% deck • f Lai 5,-,
Manor ininUble soli ammo albs • rami
In I tit'AM Pew recerm • hie eat 21 ineti
baSsielsrclhaspeakei aims•011,7 ace
dial ow swain aid twee pen • 41 IMO
VIM =ha

Save $100.00 "
9."-"

0,4$329's

Many Otber Models To
Cheese From
Hitachi Carries A One Yr. Part And
Leber Warranty-5 Trs. Oa Trees.
Ws Service Only What We Sell
Layaway New For lees

Lovely 3 bedroom,
2 bath home in Coldwater area. Central electric heat
pump, central air,
✓ ange,
dishwasher, exhaust fan, on 1,
"2
acres. Well landscaped lot. Priced
at only $64,900.
KOPPERUD
REALTY. 7531222.
_

45. Farms for Sale
living

at

It's

BEST. Brick Ranch 3
BR, 2 bath an office.
Formal dining. 2
Fireplaces. Built-in
stove with double ovens.
40x20 Swimming pool,
covered patio. Plus
30x20 Recreation building. Workshop. Only
minutes from Ky. Lake.
On 2 acres for only
$85,000. Additional 20
acres can be bought
that has large barn and
pond. Owner financing.
Brenda Siris, Realtors
502-1-354-6325.
HALFWAY TO
HEAVEN or maybe
even closer • row cropping, livestock or a
combination of both
tobacco barn,
milkhouse, farrowing
house, year round
spring-fed creek runs
through the property
into a 30 acre water
shed lake. Oh, yes,
ladies, there is a four
bedroom brick home
pampered by its
owners. What more
could you ask on this 293
acre country estate?
Possible assumable
loan of $152,000 at 7 to a
qualified buyer. Yes.
dial 753-1492 at Century
21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.
Near Blood River
Church is this 66 acre
farm with two large
ponds, one stocked with
fish 26 acres of timber,
barn, good building
spot. Now rented for
good income Call to
day! Roberts Realty.
753 1651.

"World of Sound"
753-5865

In Murray on Whitnell
Dr., 2,100 sq. ft., brick, 4
yr. old, inquire at
Bucy's Market in Aimo
Heights. Day 753-1934 or
night 753 1861
Just outside the city
limits is this two-story,
five bedroom, four bath
home on over an acre of
land. Central heat and
air; T.V.A. insulated;
range, refrigerator,
dishwasher, private
entrance for upstairs
rental; Upstairs furnishings remain with
Purchaser. Double
carport plus double
garage. Owner financing or trade-ins considered. Priced right!!
Realty,

New listing near New
Providence. Completely
remodeled inside and
out. Vertical Cedar
siding. Two bedrooms,
new carpet throughout,
new kitchen and appliances. Fireplace plus
woodburning stove One
acre lot with lots of
trees. Offered at only
$32,000. Call KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222.
/
2 story
Very nice 11
1
2 miles
rural home 2/
south of Murray. 3
bedrooms, separate
dining, garage and
large basement. Wall to
wall _carpeting,, dryer
hook-up, range'and
dishwasher. Large partially fenced yard with
lots of outside storage.
Asking $36,000. Call
Spann Realty Assoc.
753-772.I.

THE RIGHT PLACE
AT THE RIGHT TIME
Very attractive 3 bed
room brick hem* only
minutes from city
limits_ Features include
central heat and air,
den and woodburning
fireplace, attached
garage and wooden
backyard deck. A pretty

picture for pleasent
living. Mid Wis. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222 for all details
Two bedroom, 22
acres. 7 miles east of
Murray on 290 436-2102_

11.kb Services
Renegade C17 Jeep
Top. Call 4/9-21116 after

SP r11

N.Used Cars
1970 Nova Chevrolet
Located at Souttiside
Manor.
1973 Ford MenageiCk, I
dr., 6 cylinder, 290 cubic
Inch engine, $790. Also
1974 Ford Mercury, air,
AM FM,$500 762-3125

1973 VW 412 Wagon,
needs work, 1290 or best
offer. 753-0594

1974 AMC 360 C.I.
Stationwagon, 6350
Also 1972 Datsun 510, 4
dr., good condition,
$900. 753-6564.
1975 Elite, excellent
condition, $1,450. Will
trade and guarantee the
car. 1803 College Farm
Rd.
1975 Toyota Carolla,
speed, air, excellent
condition. One owner.
Call 753-3090.
1976 Datsun 210Z 2x2,
automatic, light blue,
factory air, AM-FM
stereo tape Priced to
sell by owner. Call
753-1799 after 5:30 p.m.
1976 Honda Civic Wagon Runs well, excellent gas mileage. $2,100.
Call 762-4286 days, 7591091 nights.
1977 Chev. Silverado
P.V. short wheel base, 2
tone blue, power steering, brakes, A.C. 7534667.
1977 Dodge, 4 wheel
drive. Call 759-9960.
1977 Lincoln Town
Coupe, excellent condition, all options, 36,000
miles. $4,750. 753-8420.
1977 Trans Am, good
condition. $3,250. Call
762-2750 or 753-5854.
1978 Ford Fairmont, 2
door, new tires. Will sell
or trade for cheaper
car. Call 753-3307.
1979 Mustang Ghia, all
extras, new tires, extra
sharp. Phone 753-9810.

TOYANA AUTOS:
TRUCK REPAIR
Now Open For Bunion
121 Soffit just south of Clerks
Diesel and gas Mocks mid cars.
December Opening Specials:
*Tone Up And Geeseral Rephir
$10 per beer, labor pies parts
*Acts Transmission Soul Replacement
$20 labor pies parts
*Complete Atneasetic Tram:missies
Overhaul
$50 hoer phis parts
ON Change sled Grease Job
All Work Goaranteed
Owner Toy Lee Barrett
Mawr Joe Dm*.

46. Homesfor Sale
Two bedroom house
needs repair inside.
Large lots will sell
Call
cheap in town
75E4620.

1973 Chevrolet PiSkva. FREE ESTIMATES en
• atieemetic. PS. PS. all etectrtcal. phifilobin•
nice clean
436247

truck

Call

1973 International Scout
Travel All 4 door. clean

Open 1-5,6 days a week
fights - 753-4776 Dap - 753-9414

painting and well pump
Call
needs
Licensed
753-14192 or 7S3 0173

tilShde and out $ cylin
der. does not use eil
Reserve
as tank Call
431 2214
1974 15 piellenger Dodge
Maxi Van with windows

all the way around.
good Maar, inflitir• at
Sucy's Market in Alm°
Heights. Day 7S3 1934 of
night 753 hal
1979 Ford Truck. 4
wheel drive, extra nice.
Call 7534519 after 3
p.m.
1976 Slue Dodge
Tradesman 300 Van se
Ton, heavy duty rear
end, 310 engine, automatic transmission, 71.
000 Miles, partially
custOrnized, goOd con
dition. Call 494 $952
after 4p.m.
1979 Ford Customized
Van. local owned Day
753-5341. Night 753-4766.
Radiator and fan for
1977 Ford Pickup A I
condition. Call 753-6040

53. Services Met*

III Amelia.1.111. ever/'map NNW et IIISE
law NI NW**.Peelb.
Special
Mae. walnut wishbone droner
oak teralbent. trail telephone brass cash
resister. Grandfather clock also ether clocks
slaw yoga, creeks and packers Grersen Kr)
ail Lamp. Reserall and Hall MIlponn. depression
span and cabbage road. curiae&
cherry

MILLIS

bleseent big green Wert. ruby red and mach

apsdalka la mum
rasa piss* ask. laMal inter Inas mad

""r* Afectieteeers Larry Baum Ile. 1551
Orin Carter k. No. 13111

AUCT1ONI

KUM

IIEU.S NUN
W1-364-3476
4111111•1111111NIMNIMILloPm
We strip tobacco to, the
public
Gory Murdock
Phone 024613
Will do plumbing
heating. carpentry pain

ling and roofing Call 753
2211

PAINT IN(
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING

tT

AIAPAPERING
osia.soa.

Alasskarm sod Viayl
on•
dig sod Aborkisa
753-3715
trim far el booms. It
753-5292
gelge Polutiel
Fntl
Jai Glover
753-1573
Will haul white roe*.
APPLIANCE SER✓ ICE. Kenmore,
W estinghouse,
Whirlpool. 20 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Service 202 S. 5th St.
753-4872, 753-1186
(home).
Appliance service
Washer, dryers,
freezer, refrigerator,
electric heat, and
microwave. All brands
serviced. Call 799-1322,

sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal
Call Layton Hutson
753-4545.

Will keep and care for a
elder lady in our horn*,
experienced and have
Cali
references
7536392.
Will rake leaves and do
odd lobs Call 759 1270

ROOF
PROBLEMS?
Need a wind *Males? Solid -im or
lasIdestiel. Local
Menaces. Cal Nosh
Oinked, 759-1718 or
753-84176.

'4' ;

reVair work
all brands. Specialize in
Tappen. Call 753-5341 or
354-6956. Earl Lovett.

Service Cs.
Min awl Owl sag,
askew

trim

work.

INInues. Call bill El
1111111, 7531IN.
Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,

concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 4742359. nights 474-2276.

R.00a SANDING
AND FINISNING
211 years szporianse.
Rained floors our
specialty.
80041AV
FLOOR CO.
354-6127
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
Call
specifications
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
Need work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more. Cidi
SOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-0331.
Want to babyslt, ex per i enced, references.
Call 435-4357.

DOUBLE D
CLEANING

sum
vsi de soy type
of cleaning.
474-111138

eT

beduipplices
Pensdsmwes
Camigammits
Sansiday, OSIVIMISI 4, 1911IMOD CIS.
taceNsal Segares hadise tsvilley is Nag. 79.
5 Miss hem Dever. 1a., VI nese el
Chwiselle. h.
Frick 0 sawmill carriage & saw husk.
Meadows 36" deluxe edger. 2 ton Oar
hoist. 400 amp disconnect box. 75 hp
motor. 100 hp Starter box, 40 hp motor.
40 hp. starter, 9 sections of rooters. 00
Frick sawmill carriage & husk. 50 hp
motor, 50 hp. starter, 300 amp box, runic
switch boxes. 15 hp. motor. 27" Frick
edger. 18.000 lb.. gerlinger gas forklift.
heavy duty Michigan front end loader,
cases of antifreeze, tools of all kinds. 1
ton chain hoist, case of 2 ton come-along.
rollaway tool cabinet. 6" visa, 5" vise,
tarpaulins, n n tilt bed for machinery
truck, 1972 2 ton Chevy. cab & chests.
1974 Datsun P.U., 73 CAW 44 P.U.,
12010 mobile home, lots of brand new
bolts, various sizes. 9600 Ford tractor,
5000 Ford gas tractor. 140 IH tractor
w/cult. 2 row tobaco setter, heavy duty 3
pt. seeders or fert. spreader. 11 ft. fold
over disk. 3 pt. 2 bottom plow, hay rake.
5-16" semi-mounted plows, top links.
small disk, boom pole, large spray rig &
5 shank chisel plow w/gauge wheels, 965
H Cat. loader (tralicavator, 1-340 Iti
crawler. The following to be sold sub)ect
to buyer removing from premises of
Robert W. Webb sawmill location at
Fticigetop. Tenn 2-38 ft flat trailers. 2
salvage truck tractors. I small house
trailer.
Cash, certified chock or Bank letter of
credit necessary day of sale.
1100AID MOT & 61/01041 CO.
Dever, Teas. 6154324150
Asemacommt day al ask ell hem
primadmica over printed setter. Armthaseri Ed
"Seek" Sagas* is 548

TRUCKS CM:8;N

'•

•'1-
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ESTATE AUCTION

Applianca

CARPET CLEANING,
Free Estimates.
4111MIOMIEMMIe Satisfied references.
Vibra Steam Cleaning.
(Upholstery Cleaning).
Saturday, December 4 18 A.M.
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
Rai or Shim
733-5127.
Concrete, block, brick,
Ind Naar,Cabinet Shop
basements, foun104 N. 13 Street Nierrey, Ky.
dations, drive-ways,
Will sell: Free standing bar, wrought
sidewalks, patios, and
chimneys. Free esiron table w/glass top, new gas clothes
timates. Call 753-5476.
dryer, 4x6 chalkboard, Drexler dining
Dale Spencer portable
table, 3 girl's bikes, office desks, ping
sandblasting and pain
pong table, 220 heaters, approx. 500 ft.
ting. Back hoe service
prefinished hardwood flooring, paneling,
also available Call 753step ladders, knipco kero space heater,
6626 after 6:00 PM.

lawn chairs, new Michelin tire HR78x15,
lots of hoes, picks, shovels, spilling
malls, pipe wrenches, skill saws, elec.
drills, router, carpenter tools, elec.
cords, water coolers, wheelbarrow, wire
reel picnic tables, 2 lots red quarry tile,
doors, block & 100 ft. of line, garbage can
cart, firewood rack, fruit jars, nails &
misc. grab boxes of screws, etc. White
electric sewing machine, maple coffee
and end tables, 8 ft. folding stair, new
Sears freestanding fireplace.
Antiques & Collectibles: desk chair,
child's table & chairs,shoe last, double &
single trees, brass front scales, briar
hook, twin iron beds, copper fire extinguisher.
Eats & drinks, not responsible for accidents, for information and your auction needs,call see W.(Frosty) Mir
Aacteseser- 492-8594

AUCTION

Sovias011ied

IL Used Truth

AUCTION I

7531222

Court Square
Antiques & Gifts

HEY LOOK ME OVER.
LEND ME YOUR
EAR ..Excellent
neighborhood...Close to
shopping center,
groceries, and restaurant. And I have spacious rooms and a flowing, easy floor plan.
Cabinets and storage
galore so, Look me
over by calling CEN
TuRY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors at 753-1492
This home is located in
Circarama on a quiet
tree lined street. With
easing of interests, we
have the financial
knowledge to make it
affordable for you.

753-1651.

REALTORS

country

IL MIMI* We

Attractive two bedroom
home with well to wall
carpeting, fireplace,
new roof Ia 1976. phis
on• half acre lot
Located two miles east
of Murray and priced at
$21,900 Call KOP
PERuf) REALTY, 753
1222

Roberts

KOPPURt D

Now Available At

Nodal No. SOT-9211

GARAGE
SALE

411--v

Produced with the cooperation of the Kentucky State
Parks and many of Kentucky's finest Restaurants,
this unique cookbook
features 65 traditional Kentucky recipes photographed in some of the state's
finest homes and mansions.

1

Humstor Sale

31. Livesiodes

33. Roomsfor Rent

2225.. 12th

11112

TUESDAY, DECEMBIER 7, 10112A.N -PIAM OR SHINE
EDWARD'G. 'SONNY GALLREIN - EST ATE
RUSSELLVILLE, KENTUCKY
''The Schochoh Community- Logan County
SALE LOCATION From Nuseellville, KY Take 14wy 431 SouOi 4 5 Mee to Nes
9114, hawed East? Mee To Sete Mal From Interstate 66 Fr maim KY Tabe Nary
100 West 12 Nees To Middleton, KY . Tale Nary 566 South 5 Mlles To Nay 564
Then Follow The Sae Sign. To The Golintia Fanning Heedqueneren NI ales
North of Neetwille. Tann.,35 Miles Illoodmeet t ilowling Green. KY
From the Garden Spot of Agriculture in The United Maim iocated en Low
County, Ky.,Is the Gana Esau. For Me pest revere years Mr and Mrs Galosin
hew owned and operated an lennuiciAtile 6.000 Acre Farming Operated Due to
Me recent duet of Mr Sonny Galtreln, tars Noway Gamin is Liquidating of se
her tarot machinery Si Public Auction WheMer efleruclng as a buyer or melba+
Pile MN certainly be an suction you vAll not wand**Seel Mark your calendar now
end matte plane W be MO us toe the Auction of Auctions being conduced under
the rhythm of-THE SELLING MACHINE
se..R.Cash Auction kyle"
1979 Roma 475. 1155 Hrs 30 542 owls 6 Hyd VaMill 3406 Co ir.grw Ammon
Trims "Super Sharp' • 1950 Noma 475. 1264 In . 30 5.32 Dusts. 4 Hyd %Wye*
3408 Cal Engine Allmon Trans "Like Now- • 1977 %eget ST 375 1074 aes
245.32 Duals, 4 Hyd Valves 3406 Cat Engine Res face • 1982 John Deere
4840 250 Hrs .20 UM Duals,3Hyd Valves Was Snow Room Sharp • 1977 John
Deers6230, 3175 Hrs. II 406 Duals 3 Hyd Yearns VOs Ouad Range Rea Nice
• 1978 iHC 140 w. I Roar Cultrystor Sharp • 966 Joan Deere 4020 II. Cupa Be
Crki Six5Ym, .G005

1962 John Deere MO Camino, 156!es iv 718 Fier Menem+
Eaves Lae rod
arid JO 643Corn Head • 1962 John Deere 8820 Combine 194 His * 215 Fier flue
tarn,4 Wheel Drive, All Extras tne Near and J 0643Corn Heed
John Deere 900 Windrow.
, ow IS Draper Fiattorm lam • JO Paa up Pienorm *
St mot Pickup • JO 15 Duck Attach Piallorm * 88 Bee Pickup • Rome T A Or
C Disc vs 34-32 Btedes "Like Nevi" • Rome Custom Roper 7 Shank•Gaillers
"Nevi • Two - John Deere 330 HO Fad Disc sMAW Herfoort Mu • John
Deere 7000-12 Row 30' From Fold Planter. No IA. incomes.Liquid Fail. 300 Corn
poor Trac monster. -Liar NOW • K01141 le ROM 30 Folding Plenter a 2111JoNt Deere
Units. No Tit Bag Bores. Monitor. -Lee New • Jonn Deem 5380-23.7 Ora. Du Dee
Hyd Markers. PT'S& WAGON Ck•1411 Sled,/ taC41 • Rome tIC,R ie void Scraps.
'Lam New • JOhn Deere 27 15 Fief Shoed*. Nice
1973-114C0 4070 350 Cummins. 13 Speed. Twin Screw.'Good- • 1970.41aC Aggro
95. 318 Devoe 13 Spew Thin Sal* Good • 1074.Chavy 7 Ton Gram Tito if,
Horst Sharp • 1973-Chevy 2 Ton ,rired Truck leotard Vito • 971)-GrAC
Ton tv 14 Horse Compressor,4 Slehrrart Warner Am Oilers and Grease Services Cueing
Torch and TO01804•6. Super Sharp • 19611.-Ford 2 Ton T,vca a 7000 Gaon Was.
Tem •no Pump • ¶960- 54 2 IQ*
,Truck ?MC C1347^
an0
Hoerr • 1965 Ford 2 Ton Gram Truck • 197e-Trielmotiee 47 Van • 1977rTme
motile 40 Hooper Bottom Teat* lir ROI Dee. tarp • 1976 Troirnobie 40 Hopper
Bottom Tracer'''.RolOver Tarp
114C boo-loos Sang Real Plow • Jon" Dare 2450-bill Spring Trip Mar •
John Deere 2500-etie Hyd Adm.( Plow • John Deere 160030 Hyd Fold Cnews
Mow sriArnsdros Ka • Hawker 1257-415' 1+0 Fold Feld Cult w Harrow • Hhaer
1530-30 Hyd Fold Fold Cub w'Harrow • John Dodo aw 10 Wheal Mac • Brion
33 Hyd Fold Roller • Brillion 10 Double Roar • MC 16 Pm Type Fox/ Cultivator
• John Deere 415 Rotary Hoe • John Deere Ftit 6305 Tone Cultivator • John Deem
FM 1230 S Toe Cultivator -Front Fold • Krtze 400Su Oran Can • DernP•Aa IWO
Gai Feld C,ruser Sprayer • Sew Sets ot Gem Farm 500 Gai Starves* Saddle
Tanks • Winn 300 Go Pus Type Sprayer • 0 IA 1 Hopper Sugar • loluiarson 45 •
8. Gran Auger • 0 641 20 Slay Cuarvalor • Maw 10 04.1 SCOW • Ned Holland
56 Rclie • Round Bast mare.• Hamer Header Mover • Pardo River Loading
Chute • Several Steel and Poly Water Terns • Jorin Deere 196-10 Made w Clary
der • John Deere 156 Loader woo Suomi • lone Dere SI Fora Lia Artacrenant
to,Loader • John Deere 953 Wagon a Stew Bed • lore Deere 201 6CM Imp Car
ner • Sear Smictley Hog Feeders • 20 000 Ga. Pusi Tana a Pump • A complete
In.at shop sods and ia types of mac essoment arid supplies to Comphicley tecOtalle
a 8000 Acre F ar•-,no Opidaion,
S..

laceoroia klocom 35Ikea Reacts • TIvereliaolorole %boom 70 mood Radios

Logan County Airport *4 Mho Paw The Sae MA The Amgen Ce all him
•Made areal In My of ale Malan to fM/IMeelbems.aeseltee ewe we

emseitene1114-776-70M.
, Tenn Maier motel scWear AM Lines and Car Rama.sawbones,by
ofromesdelionsere located in Sewing Oran,Ky and Neefiviee, Tenn.

For all pomade Maas centigram aisclaiery finer to Me meson ammo Ur
John Shipp. Dey Phone 1102-7311-311611. alga 5S2-726-3M2. et hir any eadesence
In mislay after Me suction
MOS forielly Cash or Cashiers Chicatt No Wire Transient. Only United Sasses
Currency Accepesal AM aim bras must be approved by fotakern Deane
Seat. Russolluelle, Ky end seseceperaid by a Ininecable Reek Lair addressed to vie Southern Depose Mere or the Auction Co This lee Must Ory of
was NO equipment well be rammed nowt sale erne unel prow seldernere hes
been oneital NO EXCEPTIONS!!Per positive isiterniseon contact Rebut kirlastrick Southern Deposit gene. Ithreesealle. Ky 1103-726-2441 Equipment lading
saltrucking facalles all be evateele sVMr Ow Meson
Solling wee Nen priarspay a CU Alt villa Traceers seeine rested 1200 Neon
Palleteed Csaibires. Trucks end sten Web maireaseiningfine lateleasells.

JAMES R CASH

Ky.. %WEN a TIME!. Tipmriay. December 2. POW
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market

Stock
Prices furnished by First
of Michigan, Woodman
Bldg.
ladies/awl Avereat

OBITUARIES

Gamin&
Gaid„,
CAN 011

UNRRA

Telegram
ClIrEeler .
Dame
Iera
G.A."
Glimr111>IMMIECII.
Goer* Males S.
Cameral Ttre . .
Amerman

Mrs. Ahart dies this morning Arlie Chrisman's rites Friday

C. Neuman Bell's rites today

J.0 Pommy
• Je.ice
Kart 9.
Nowak
Quaker OA.
Tents
VI Telecee
lalkiart
Woody's

AM Products
Mooricao Molars

CE? Yield

912

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Services for Charles
Neuman Bell were today
at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
Max Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Elmer
Crouch officiated. Mrs.
Oneida White was
organist and soloist.
Burial was in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Bell, 80, 1511 North
10th St., Paducah, died
Tuesday at 7 p.m. at
wP.oPrn Baptist Hospital

He is survived by two
sons, Charles Bell,
Somerset, and Don Bell,
Louisville; two brothers,
Hubert Bell, Paducah,
and Thomas Bell, Murray; three grandchildren; four greatgrandchildren.

MICROWAVE COOKING SCHOOL
THIS THURSDAY DEC 2 AT 7:00 P M.
FEATURING THE DUAL WAVE MICROWAVE
$EE THE G E HOME ECONOMIST COOK ON THE
ONLY MICROWAVE THAT COOKS FROM THE
BOTTOM AS WELL AS THE TOP.

1979 Chevrolet Van 3/4 Ton
Brown - gold stripes, brown & tan cloth
customized interior, cruise, tilt,
automatic, power steering, power brakes,
oir, AM-FM 8-Track, sun roof

753-2617

/1CW

YO

s150°°

DUAL
WAVE-

The funeral will be
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. The
burial place will be announced later.

Mimosa,'

ON EVERY MICROWAVE

641 S. Murray

Atetw "Off

500

S
Mill
Ertl COOddli
PERFORMANCE

MURRAY APPLIANCE CO.

.
"S

Born Feb. 9, 1903, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Jim Williams and
Maggie Lovett Williams.
Mrs. Ahart is survived
by her husband, Aubrey
Ahart, to whom she was
married on Dec. 23, 1920;
four daughters, Mrs. Buel
( Ernestine ) Hargis, Mrs.
Ardath Brandon and Miss
Rhonda Ahart, all of Rt.
1, Alma, and Mrs. Lynn
Betty) Ball, Paris,
Tenn.; two sons, Edwin
Ahart and Nicky Ahart,
Rt. 1, Almo.
Also surviving are one
brother, Alvin Williams,
Akron, Ohio; 12 grandchildren; 13 greatgrandchildren.

Suve

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

Mrs. Plums Ahart, 79,
Rt. 1, Alm°, died today at
9:35 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.

there. He was married
July 9, 1921, to the former
Retta Stubblfield, who
died Nov. 9, 1978.

212 E. MAIN

753 1586

Friends may call at the
Arlie Chrisman, 78,
funeral home after 1 p.m.
South Side Manor, died at
Friday.
his home. He was
discovered dead at his
apartment Wednesday
morning. Deputy Coroner
Howard D. Mathis said
*call Duran Under- his death, due to natural
wood, two months, died causes, probikbly • octhis morning at the curred about 7:50 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County Tuesday.
Hospital.
The Murray man was a
He is survived by. his member of Temple Bapfather, Tommy Under- tist Church, Detroit,
wood, 414 South 10th St.; ,Mich., but attended serhis mother, Mrs. Beverly vices at First Baptist
Allbritten Underwood, Church. He was a veteran
South Side Manor; two of World War II and a
brothers, Ronnie Allen member of Signet Lodge
Underwood and Daniel No. 555 Free and Accepted Masons.
Underwood, Murray.
Born Aug. 13, 1904, in
Also surviving are his
grandparents, Mr. and Henry County, Tenn., he
Mrs. Charles Allbritten, was the son of the late
New Concord, and Mr. Sam Chrisman and Pat
and Mrs. Hobert Under- Freeland Chrisman.
Survivors include
wood, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn.; great- several nieces and
grandparents, Mrs. nephews.
The funeral will be FriDemona Allbritten, New
Concord, and Charlie day at 10 a.m. in the
Green, Rt. 2, Buchanan, chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral Home.
Tenn.
Blalock -Coleman Dr. Bill Whittaker will ofFuneral Home will be in ficiate. Mrs. Otto Erwin
charge of funeral and will be organist.
burial arrangements.

Underwood
infant dies
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Byron's
Discount Pharmacy

44-

EC

(61'8) COFFEEMAKER
® 2-4 CUP capacity

E

Prices Good Thru Dec. 9

DARK BROWN with LIGHT BROWN TRIM
• Automatic Heat Control Plate
•*41<ft
instr-IY:hot Water fc4 tea, soap, etc.

CLEAN AIR
MACHINE

YOUPAY

Alore/cci
EACrORY REBATE

300

Here s meat news For
vacationers. Tne KODAK
DISC 8000 Camera brings you
a oranci.new world or decision•
ouot-in
nee onotooraony
digatai Quern awns clock And
Mats not all

YOUR

and

Outfit includes
2 cases of
KODACOLOR HR
Disc Film

AutOrtlaIK Self timer and automatic raw,
mOtOriZeCI flan advance tace 2 pictures per
seraid 0 oaviighti
AL comatic flash whenever you need more light
Ready to Flash again in just I seyontis
cow op ens setong In ultra COOlOaCt

QUIET • ENERGY EFFICIENT
Quickly removes smoke,
odors dust.
Convenient On-Off switch.

FINAL COST

1188

REPLACEMENT FILTER

HOME, SCHOOL, OFFICE

nervy°

ancl Ortrache

248 Each

Timex
Watches
33%

off

(3.00 off

Cool Vapor

Humidifier
COUPON

6 oz.

$2.99

ON SALE NOW

8,

14K Gold
hains&
racelets

Tuxedo

N'ICE
Official Competition
Pull Set

Cough Drops

Layaway
Now For
Christmas

490

Ambassador
Christmas Cards
Single or Boxed

MURRAY
SUPPLY
COMPANY
20$ E. Main
753-3361

sa lo
elo
Sand :

-.en
Lau'

CAF3,HBI
9
62325.60280/

NOW
AVAILABLE
AT:

Wide Selection of
Colognes & Perfumes

tialston

a,

Ace is the place with
the Helpful Hardware Man®

88 =err" Mini-DRIP

Olympic
506 N 12th
PRESCRIPTION
PRICE
LOW
EVERYDAY
111114071&14
V;
—al
a.

FUN Five-War Warranty on camera
energy source'

Miss Ara McCuiston,
89, 602 Ellis Dr., died this
morning at the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
Born Oct. 14, 1%3, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Thomas Henry McCuiston and Susan Pittman McCuiston.
She is survived by one
sister, Mrs. Ann Martin,
Dearborn, Mich., and one
brother, Arvin (Octie
McCuiston, Rt. 6.
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of
funeral and burial arrangements.

HARDWARE

for

4.°

Arc McCuiston
dies today
at hospital

ACE,
•

Plaza 753 2380

Pallbearers will be
Euin Chrisman, D.B.
Grubbs, M.D. Mitchell,
Bob Etherton, Reubin
Chrisman and Jobn Trotter. Burial will follow in
Macedonia Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m.
tonight Thursday.(

•
•

Our Reg. Price

Ambassador

Free 1983

Christmas
Plates &
Napkins

St. Joseph's
Calendars

•

g

Hours:
10:00-6:00 Mon.-Sat.
10:00-8:00 Fri.
1:00-5:00 Sun.

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
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- Scene out ofthe past

Holiday
recipe

How to care for Christmas tree,
centerpiece of holiday activity

For a taste treat that's great
for gift-giving. try Spiced
Peanuts. They 're delicious,
easy to make, and sure to
please any hostess on your
Chnstmas list. Here's how:
SPICED PEANUTS
I cup
pr
/
1
2 cup water
I teaspoon cinnamon
/
1
2 teaspoon nutmeg
/
1
2 teaspoon cloves
I pound roasted
peanuts
Boil sugar. water and spices
until syrup threads from a
spoon.
Drop 1 pound of peanuts
into syrup.
Stir until nuts are dry looking.
Pour out on waxed paper
and let stand until cold and
dry
HOLIDAY DECORATIONS WELCOME THE VISITOR to share the pleasures within,
Place in a Servin Saver and along Colonial WOliarnsburg'• Duke of Gioucestor Street. Among the time-honored accents
wrap in a colorful bow.
— wreaths in • wide range of natural materials, from the simplest pine boughs to exotic
. The center press lid will fruits arrangements utilizing apples, lemons, limes, pineapples, pears, pomegranates and
-help keep the contents fresher even kumquats. Also extensively used: the dried pods ofokra, magnolia and milkweed, baylonger:
berry and chinaberry, various nuts,and those Christmas favorites: mistletoe and pine cones.

How good are iewerly bargains?
This year, more than ever
before, it's possible to give a
Christmas gift of fine jewelry
that is elegant, yet functional
and, most importantly,affordable according to Arthur
Gleim, President of Jewelers
of America (JA), the national
association representing more
than 12,000 local jewelers
across the country.
However, with more than
one-third of all fine jewelry
being purchased for Christmas, it's also, unfortunately,
an ideal season for promotions
of ''bargains" in jewelry,
warns Gleim.
"It's safe to look for bargains in some items," comments Gleim. "But when
buying jewelry, a 'bargain'
can turn out to be disappointing —and expensive — if you
don't know the person you're
buying from.
"There is fine jewelry to fit

just about any pocketbook," mark, such as 18k, 14k, 10k,
Gleim continues. "But, be- etc., stamped somewhere on
ware of so-called 'bargains' the piece. This mark of quality
through mail-order ads that indicates you are purchasing
promise you gold jewelry and real gold.
gemstones at unbelievable
•If rain. Christmas budget
prices.
is light, don't worry. Gold
"A $6.00 chain may be so jewelry, depending on its
thin it is not repairable . . . weight, is available in a vanor, perhaps it is only the clasp ety of price ranges.
that has gold content.
Consider buying the new
"That $5.00 diamond may lighter weight, stamped gold
look good because it's pack- jewelry. Lightweight, or holaged under a magnifying low pieces, can look just as
glass. Or, that so-called bar- heavy as solid gold, but will
gain designer-watch may cost a lot less.
'work for only a week or so.
• Diamonds are also avail"Unfortunately,- Gleim
continues, "when one ofthese able in various price ranges,
problems occurs, there is no depending upon many factors.
one for the customer to turn to Consider buying the fashionfor service, repairs, or able "pave" diamond jewelry.
returns."
• Pearl jewelry is more
Gleim offered some basic
fashionable and exciting than
buying tips:
• When buying gold jew- ever. If you're buying a neckelry, always look for a karat lace, for example, roll the

strand along a flat surface to
determine if all pearls are
strung through their exact centers.
• Colored gemstones are
in demand. Remember that
the right color mounting can
add to the attractiveness of the
stone itself.

One of the most joyous
expressions of the Christmas
spirit is the traditional tree.
decorated with shimmering
ornaments, many of which
have been handed down from
generation to generation. and
lit with bright lights in every
color of the rainbow.
Depending on whether
yours is a living or cut tree, the
necessary care varies. Below
me tips for prolonging the life
and beauty of each.

Cut Christmas tree care
Remember, a Christmas
tree is a living thing. Care for
it as carefully as you would a
cut flower. Once you select a
Christmas tree, follow these
suggestions to keep it fresh
and safe.
1. If you buy your tree several days before it will be set
up and decorated, store the
tree outdoors or on a cool
porch or patio until you are
ready to decorate.
An area that provides protection from the wind or sun
will help the tree retain its
moisture.
2. If you plan to store the
tree several days, make a

straight across cut on the bun
of the tree about an inch from
the end.
This opens the tree stem so
Mean take up water. glom the
tree upright and place the bun
end in a container of water.
3. When you bring the tree
into the house for decorating.
make another fresh, straight
across cut in the trunk about an
inch from the original cut. Use
a tree stand that holds water
4. Trees are thirsty. They
may drink between two pints
and a gallon of water per day,
so make sure to check daily
and supply fresh water as
needed.
A stand which holds at least
a gallon of water is recommended. If you allow the
water level to drop below the
trunk, a seal will form just as it
does on a cut flower, and a
new cut will be necessary.
5. Place the tree away from
fireplaces, radiators. TV sets
and other heat sources. Turn
off the tree lights when you
leave your home and before
you retire at night.
6. Avoid use of combustible decorations. Check all
electric lights and connections. Do not use lights with

warm or frayed cords and
never use lighted candles.
Following these care and
precaution measures should
ensure an attractive tree that
stays fresh indoors for several
weeks.

in the house in long enough for
live trees.
4. The tree should receive
adequate water. The mot ball
should be kept damp but not
flooded. Wrap the root ball in
plastic or place in a tub while
it is in the house
Laving Christmas tree care
5 The tree may be decoIn many parts of the coun- rated. but with care. If lights
try, people celebrate Christ- are used, they must not gjve
mas with a balled and burlap off any heat.
6. Do not remove the tree
tree which may be added to
the landscape after the holi- from a warm house out into
day. To use a potted Christ- freezing temperatures. Instead.
mas tree successfully, how- move to a sheltered ma first.
7. If the ground is unfroever, you should observe the
following points:
zen. the tree may be replantI. The adaptability of the ed. The spot to be dug may be
species should be considered. mulched to prevent freezing.
Many species are shipped out- Plant as soon as possible.
side of their natural area and
8 Do not remove the burmay not be adaptable to other lap and strapping. This keeps
areas. Check with a reliable the root ball solid and secure.
nurseryman or extension for- Earth removed from the origiester.
nal bole should be back-filkd
2. The tree should be stored around the root ball.
in an unheated sheltered area
Mulch heavily over the top
such a garage or porch, out of
the wind and sun. Do not of the planted root ball to preexpose the root ball to freezing vent it from freezing. Water
only as needed: a flooded tree
temperatures at any time.
3. The tree should be may die
moved into the house no ear9. Stake the tree to prevent
lier than a day or two before wind tipping or damage durChristmas. A week to 10 days ing the first growing season

Low cost, easy-to-make holiday
gifts smell good,look lovely

When the Three Wise Men
came bearing gifts of frankincense and myrrh, the custom
of giving gifts that smell good
was, even then, an ancient
"The local jeweler's busi- custom. People all over the
ness depend;on offering qual- world had by then figuird out
ity merchandise at reasonable how to capture fragrances
prices. And, because his live- from spices, woods and
lihood depends on his reputa- pressed flowers.
tion in the community, he will
During the first century
be there when you come back AD, one inventive Roman
for service.
was able to capture aromas in
"Look for the black and a paste form. Those who could
gold "J" logo on the store afford it dabbed their walls
window or door," directs with it to give their homes a
pleasant scent.
Gleim.

"The most important tip for
buying fine jewelry is to deal
with reputable, professional
jeweler," Glean concludes.

Medieval tradition
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By the 11th century, the
peoples of central Eyrope
were also using fragrances in
their homes, a custom they
were introduced to by the Crusailloasiuturning fitim titilictdle East.
Then, 500 years later,
Queen Elizabeth was presented with a gift offragrances
in the form of sachets. She
lied them so much she introduced their use in her court.
Today gifts of sachets
remain as popular as ever but,
with file potpourri costing as
much as S55 a pound. they can
also be very expensive. However. sachets are easy to make
and can cost almost next to
nothing if you make them
yourself.
Instead of using potpourri,
you'll find that "Love My
Carpet"N which comes in
four different scents, is a perfect substitute, and the fragrance will last as long as
potpourri.

ALL SORTS OF EASY-TO-MAKE GIFTS and Christmas
decorations can be made using "Love My Carpet"m
instead of potpourri. And,to fill your whole room with fragrance,just sprinkle a little on your carpet as you vacuum.
All you need are some
scraps of material, some ribbon, lace OT other thin, if you
want to make them fancy, and
a needle and thread. Machine
stitching isn't necessary.
Fabric about the weight ofa
man's dress shirt is best,
because the weave is tight
enough to hold the "Love My
Carpet" and porous enough so
the aroma comes through.

Here are some easy -tomake suggestions. For men,
use bold colors and "Citrus
Fresh" for sachets that can be
put in shoes. his closet and
dresser, and even his suitcase
to keep out musty smells.
Material cut in the shape of
ovals, squares and triangles
work well.
Cut two equal pieces of
material. Place them together

with each piece wrong side
out. Over-stitch closely
around the edges leaving a
small 2 inch opening.
Turn right side out, and
then fill with "Love My Carpet" until the sachet is piump.
Fold in edges and stitch
closed.
Sachets with hanging ribbon loops also make wonderful Christmas decorations,
and add additional fragrance.
especially if you have an artifical Christmas tree.
For a really luxurious gift
cover wooden hangers with
fabric. Leave enough space
to pad them with "Love My
Carpet" Soft Scent, which
has the aroma of a light Oriental powder.
And, to fill your whole
home with fragrance, just
E10114$ My
`.sfStirtli1e,h'itivietl
,
-Carpet" rott and room
deodorizer on your carpet as
you vacuum.
If you're troubled with
static electricity you'll find
that it makes vacuuming easier, especially if you have a
pet hair problem. Musty
smoker's odor will be gone
too.
When you're done your
whole !DOM will be filled with
a light, airy aroma. It's a
delightful year around finishing touch.
Write for instructions
For more easy-to-make
ideas with instructions, send a
self addressed envelope to
LMC, Box 454, New York,
NY 10163. It's yours for the
asking.
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The Shop

With
"Unusual" Gifts e
*Ornaments
From Germany
*Music Boxes
*Baby Baskets
*Wicker Trunks
*Hand Woven Throws
*Colorful Fabric Prints
*Unique Paper Mache'

Time OfSale Friday
Dec..3, 1-5 p.m.
Downtown Ct. Sq.
Murray, Ky. 753-3614
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SETTING AN ELEGANT HOLIDAY TABLE is easy with
festive "Holiday" ehina and crystal by Lenox. Made by
Aram-lea's foremost manufacturer ofchitua and crystal,the
dWarware features a festive holly leaf and berry design in
the colors of the season, green and red, plus lavish trim in
24-karat gold. The hand-blown lead crystal has the •ame
holly design etched on the glass. The Holiday Treat Bowl,
perfect for holiday candy or nuts, is an appropriate idea
for taill-giving became it is so versatile.

Jones Landscaptng
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Trees should be kept
fresh during holiday

Last year's card from him
clue to gifts he'll love?
Chances are this man has all
Each Christmas. as the
postman brings as avalanche the mufflers. socks and gloves
of greetings from family and he 'II ever need. So why not
friends, did you ever stop to treat him to something unique.
wonder what motivated the yet lumpuig with the side of
senders to select their particu- his nature that thrives on creature comforts,
lar style of greetings'
According to Lagerfeld
Tlie perfect answer.' Lagermen's fragrance experts. psy- feld Scented Sachets. The
chiatrists theorize that the newest form of the trend-setillustration, mood and mes- ting Lagerfeld fragrance and
sage of Christmas greetings the first environmental scent
can serve as an indicator of the made exclusively for men,
way in which people — and this handsome camel sachet
men pasticularly — perceive pouch comes equipped with a
the Yule celebration.
silvery ring at the top so it's
Some even feel the greet- easy to slip over suit hangers,
ings a man selects for others pack in a suitcase, stash in
can convey clues to the way bureau drawers or use anythey'd like to be remembered where he'd like to surround
when it comes to gifts for himself with the masterful,
the
authoritative Lagerfeld
aroma.

Family man
Let's look at holiday greetings that feature Santa. home
and hearth. Experts say these
are usually chosen by men
whose perception of Christmas is rooted in family rituals.
These fellows enjoy holiday
customs, and take pleasure in
activities that revolve around
large family parties. caroling
and trimming an elaborate
tree.

Analyzing more sophisticated Christmas messages,
you'll find they're often the
choice of trend-setters whose
lifestyles incorporate a sure
knack for determining what
will be important next. while
the rest of us are still enthralled with what's considered
now.
For the sophisticate
This man will favor greet-

sags that depict the worts of
important contemporary artBus a flesh (lanstinas trt.
ists. or could weU be a sketch
and kerp ri fresh Thew are
or photograph he's dose himthe two mow omportani things
self His idea of the perfect
Its remember an sek.-sisng and
Christmas celebration could
caring lot a real Cho...ma.
be anything from piloting his
tree .n.vonfaig to the \atonal
own sportsplanc. to skiing
Choutnas 1 ree Assos saloon
with friends in Bagadstein
Select something to orgaThere are a Icu tests the
nize this man's life and he'll
tree puts haser %an make to
be delighted If it's luxurious
check foe the treshne•• ol a
to boot, his gratitude will be
Itee
boundless.
Caetiel stroke a branch with
Fitting each of these reneedles Thes shiluldn't .awne
quirements. the Lagerfeld
oft in %our hand il the tree is
Traveller is certain to be
Irc•h Look on the ground
appreciated by the man whose
around the standing lift' II
lifestyle takes him away overthere is an e‘sessisc nunther
night. or around the world.
or green needles on the ground
An incredibly rich camel
II might he *is( to retest the
leather travel kit, it's filled
SALUTE HIS STYLE — tree
with everything he'll need — CHRISTMAS PLEASURES
aedve sport. intelkstual or•
Cologne Spray Naturel, Bath Whether he's a essrpot-bouse,
Place a needle between
of all three, sifts of Laserfeld Fragrance and .our thumb and forefinger.
combination
Foam
Shave
Gel,
and Shower
in
to
mum
the
tribute
Groonsiag Accessories are always•
and bring the ends together h
and Stick deodorant to keep
your life. Shown at left, the Lagerfeld Traveler. a butter- the tree is tresh. the needle
him well-groomed with cussoft leather caw that sips oprn to reveal •stash of Lager- should bend. not break.
tomary Lagerfeld style.
feld products. At right, Lagerfeld Sachet. the sewer's form balsam lit being the cscepRead between the lines
of the Lagerfeld fragrance, and the first enviroansental tion
If you're among the lucky scent made jest for•man.
saved last year's
ones who
greetings from the men in your
Olympic Plaza
life, pull them out before you
With
list.
start this year's gift
753-3174
careful scrutiny, they may
Mistletoe is one sign that designer Mary Stuart
help simplify this year's
the holidays are the most
The fabric is delicate white
Christmas shopping!
romantic time of the year. cotton batiste. exquisitely soft
There's a special secret to to the touch. Imported Ratbringing out the romance of chet lace, considered among
this or any other season — a the world's finest and the only
secret revealed in a catalogue nval to handmade lace, is the
of designer lingerie entitled lavish accent to this simple,
Victoria'.'. Secret.
traditionally styled design
The appeal of designer lin- with French seams. The lace
main meals and using modera- gerie isn't limited to women. forms the opulent ruffle at the
tion when enjoying holiday More and more men are dis- deep V-neckline and the cuffs
desserts, the gift of extra covering that women adore at the elasticized wnst.
This sleepshin makes a perpounds this season won't be receiving a gift of beautiful
yours!
lingerie.
fect gift, because one size fits
That's why both the Fall any figure and the classic styland Holiday editions of the ing makes it appropnate for all
catalogue contain notes for ages.
gentlemen on how to select
Fashion-conscious women
styles that fit, as well as pro- will enjoy wearing this
viding the phone number sleepshirt as outerwear, for it
where men can receive special makes a charming tunic-length
assistance and have questions blouse over pants or a skirt
answered.
Featured on the cover of the
Typical of the quality and Fall catalogue edition. the
luxurious beauty found in Mary Stuart sleepshin sets the
Victoria's Secret fashions is romantic tone for the entire
the Sleepshirt by New York Victoria's Secret collection.
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rie tally: 26 calories per tablespoon.
For creamy consistency in
seconds, whip the dressing
with the super-versatile electric blender, the Minipimer.
The handheld blender is
completely portable, moving
from counter top to stove top
to chop and blend calorie-conscious dishes from skim-milk
souffles to diet sauces.
Minipimer's blade and
Sensible dining
whisk attachments achieve a
One way to squeeze variety of kitchen tasks, from
through the season without chopping to whipping to
gaining an ounce is to try and pureeing.
• Replace sweet starchy
cut calories at regular meals.
Low -calorie lunches and vegetables suckis acorn
dinners featuring sensible squash and sweet potatoes
amounts of salads, vegeta- with more nutritious, low-calbles, lean beef and poultry orie choices such as broccoli,
often can be topped off with a green beans, cauliflower and
chocolate bonbon Or two with- zucchini.
And remember, instead of
out tipping the scale.
sautéing in calorie-laden butter or oil, always steam vegeHoliday diet tips
tables a minute or two to bring
To enjoy December's de- out natural flavor and retain
w# I ielats sv Mout timak.ing zipo
•Trim all visible fat faun..
pers or bursting waistbands..
Braun Appliances-USA, mak- beef before cooking. Broil on
er of contemporary kitchen a slotted rack so extra calories
ware, offers these tips for cut- from hidden fat drip to the pan
below.
ting back.
• Salads are great low-cal
• Prepare a low -calorie
substitutes, especially for pre- version of a country favorite,
party lunches or dinners. fried chicken. It's easy with a
They're filling, loaded with new convection frying pan. the
vitamins and fun to eat, espe- Dry-Fry, featuring a unique
cially when tossed with a vari- cooking process that circulates
ety of greens and raw veggies. rapid heat around food for virTo keep salad calories even tually grease-free frying.
lower, try this diet version of
One tablespoon of oil fries
thousand island dressing: half a chicken in minutes. The
blend one cup of plain low-fat result is delicious fried chicken
yogurt with one chopped hard- without the usual grease or calboiled egg, two tablespoons of ories.
chopped dill pickle, three
The end resuk
tablespoons of catsup and
By
counting calories in
enough pepper to taste. Cabo-
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For holiday season, diet
dinners allow sweet treats
It's that weighty time of
year when cookies, candies,
egg nog and spirits threaten
the trimmest figures with extra
pounds.
For even the most determined weight watcher, it's
difficult to pass up December's abundance of fruit
cakes, butter cookies and
candy canes.
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Gifts Starting At $1.99

J.G. Hook

Shetland
Sweaters

•

100% Wool

30%

We Also Have
Off
Specials Of
The Week- Large Discounts On New Winter Merchandise
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•Pilgrim® Glass - *Picture Frames
•Wicker Furniture *Lenox Candles
•Christmos Decorations
*Stuffed Toys
•Pillows and Lamps •Brass
•14 Kt. Gold
*Baskets
*Kitchen Accessories, Placemats
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CHRISTMAS SHIIPPING GUIDE

Don't expect miracles under the mistletoe

Coin jewerly a gift
with lasting value

Prepare now for kissable lips
Christmas is for kissing! are out front when winter up your entire face and make
But. while Santa may sport a winds blow! Just as we add you feel wonderful on the
red nose there's no excuse Itar extra layers of protection else- dreariest winter day .
you to show the ravages of where, it's a good idea to get
That's because the right lip
winter's cough and cold sea- into the habit of routinely con- color brightens your eyes and
son with chapped, cracked ditiontng the lips with a medi- balances your blush and eye
lips. With a few precautions. cated lip conditioner.
makeup. But, the prettiest.
you can put your most kissable
Whichever form you softest lip tint will backfire
face forward for the mistletoe choose — ointment, stick or if it draws attention to dry.
season!
jar — the moisturizing emol- chapped lips.
According to Dr. Tony E. lients in these products make
A medicated lip conditioner
Jones, Professor of Medicinal lips soft, protect as a screening applied regularly under or
Chemistry at the University of agent. and help keep them over lip tints can help "hold"
Colorado and Director of kissable.
color and keep your lipstick
Research for Blistex Inc., the
Each day, before you face looking lustrous longer.
common cold can elevate your the elements or apply lipstick.
If you're prone to cold sores
body temperature—causing coat your lips with a medi- and fever blisters, the holilips to crack and chap because cated lip conditioner such as days' stress and strain can
of evaporation of moisture.
Bulges. Then tissue off excess mean an unsightly "breakLips are vulnerable because after a few minutes to remove out." Avoid exposure to sun,
they have a thinner cellular flaking, unwanted skin and wind and glare. Dr. Jones
structure than other parts of keep lips smooth and moist. advises.
the body. Their delicate tissue For added protection, leave on
You can help prevent the
unsightly blisters by applying
is actually exposed mucous overnight.
membrane.
Drinking lots of water. a medicated lip ointment early
Sun. wind and cold also using a humidifier, and sup (when the first feelings of
tend to dry out lips, especially rounding yourself with green heat, soreness and itching
in areas not easily bathed by plants to keep humidity up in occur)and repeatedly.
saliva. When you come inside your room also will help avoid
If blisters do occur, medicated lip ointments will help
— to an even drier, warm dry. chapped lips.
soften the crusts and relieve
house or office or classroom
A dash of glitter
the pain and itching.
— those same lips can suffer
from the change of moisture in
Christmas season always
Sunscreen in your stocking
the air.
means a little extra on the glitSunbathing or skiing during
ter,
soft
and
feminine
by
deLips are out front
sign! If you are a woman, a the holiday season is glamorMan, woman or child, lips beautiful new lipstick can light ous, but chapped, sunburned
lips are not. Be sure your lip
conditioner contains PABA

sunscreen protection, and
reapply it as needed when you
face harmful ultra violet rays.
Lips burn much easier than
other skin because they do not
contain melanin, a dark pigment which acts as a natutig
anti-sunburn ointment says Dr. Jones.
Often in the rush of the season, we forget. But. if you
want to be ready for the mistletoe, take a few minutes
each day to condition and protect your lips, both indoors in
dry. heated rooms and out
doors when you face the tieMents. •
Remember, as you itow
older, moisture and color tend
to disappear from your skin.
So you need to add moisture
regularly to your lips just as
you would to your Christmas
tree.
Tucking a medicated lip
conditioner in a Christmas
stocking;to keep in pocket or
desk drawer, can promote
kissable lips as well.
Blistex • Lip Balm, for
example. now comes in bright
sticks of berry, mint and citrus
as well as regular. Mimes L.ip
Conditioner, in a tiny red-andwhite jar. can be a cheery way
to help those on your gift list
get through the'hhaPped lips
season gracefully!

50%

Gold bullion coins are considered by many as a hedge
against inflation and a means
of physically possessing gold
in an easily negotiable, universally accepted form.
Even more than the popular
one-ounce Krugerrand, the
smaller fractional coins available in 112 oz., NI oz. and 1/10
oz. sizes lend themselves
splendidly to a variety of
men's and women's jewelry
and accessories — an excellent choice for holiday giftgiving.
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Still In Progress
Savings Throughout
The Store
% To

Hedge against inflation

WITH THE MISTLETOE SEASON fast approaching, it's
time to make,sure your lips are kissable. advise the lip care
experts at Bliatex Inc.

After Thanksgiving
Sale

20

Gold coins and Krugerrand
coin jewelry are gaming popularity , as men and women
alike look for ways to invest in
precious metals in small
denominations.
With the decline and stabilization of the gold price over
the last two years — from an
average of 56I2.81 in 1980 to
the current average of below
5400 — this could be a very
good time to buy gold, says
The Gold Information Center.
Over the past decide, analysis indicates that gold has
out-performed just about
every other conventional
investment — stocks, bonds,
T-bills.

Lray ,_
Murray 753-7743
Dixieland Shopping Center
Place Christmas Orders Now!
25 Styles & 42 Colors To Choose
Shirts, Sweaters, Robes, Linens,
Cloth Purses, Etc.
Patches & Custom Work Also.
Gift Certificates Available For
After Christmas Monograming

Off

Free Gift Wrap

Settle-Workman
Downtown Ct Sq. Across
From The Bank of Murray

oht

What's new in coin jewelry
Leading coin jewelry manufacturers are taking their cue
from fashion jewelry designers, offering broader ranges of
contemporary styles for gold
coins.
Pendants followed by rings
continue as the top-selling
items for men and women,
with cufflinks and men's accessories such as tie bars, key
chains, money clips and belt
buckles growing in imporLance.
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SUNDAY, DEC. 5 FROM 5 TO 8 P.M. ONLY
111310

As o Valued K mart Customer, we would like to invite you to a SPECIAL "AFTER
HOURS" CHRISTMAS SALE on SUNDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 5 From 5:00 P.M to
8:00 P.M.
There will be "Super Specials" in all departments including APPLIANCES,
SPORTING GOODS,JEWELRY, CAMERAS,AUTOMOTIVE, FASHION ACCESSORIES,
HOSIERY. LADIES AND MEN'S APPAREL, SHOES, TOYS plus other department
Specials.
DOOR PRIZES TO BE GIVEN AWAY! Nothing to buy — just fill in the coupon
below. clip and deposit It at your nearest X mart. One prize every halt hour
from 5.30 to 7.30 to be given away at every K mart

N1310 13"
Metalic
Pewter Color
Finish

101011-

$31495
sonw

The quality goes en before the name goes or,

Tucker TV

Featured within are 3 "One-Hour" Specials at the times indicated below.
Many other "Unadvertised Specials" during this big "Atter Hours" Event
including our popular K mart "BLUE LIGHT' SPECIALS Follow the tlastrIng
"BLUE LIGHT and cash in on "Extra Big" Savings offered continuously
throughout the evening

The Gold Information Center reports settings of coins
range train the classic twisted
rope, to traditional fluted and
bamboo; from textured to
modern free-forms and geometries; from nuggets to diamond accented styles.
Textured gold remains the
favored choice for coin settings, with combinations of
shiny and textured gold growing in demand. Popular textures include bark and matte
finishes, brushed effects, ribbing and nuggets.
Western trend
Nuggets are particularly
strong best sellers in the western and southwestern regions
of the United States, according
to leading coin jewelry manufacturers.
Understated frames and
clean, modern shapes — particularly the octagon — are
gaining momentum for me,n's
and women's coin jewelry.
Antique looks and lacy filigree continue as select choices
for women's gifts.
Tip for coin jewelry purchasers: Generally speaking,
due to the low premium on
bullion coins over the goW
price (5-25 percent, depending on the size of the coin and
quantity purchased), there is a
lower markup on the coin portion of a piece ofcoin jewelry
than on the settings which are
priced like other traditional
pieces of karat gold jewelry.
Comparison shopping at
several jewelers and coin dealers is highly recommended for
the best possible price. Or you
may purchase your coins geparately and then select frames
for them from the variety
offered by many jewelers.

Stain
removal
hints

THE CHRISTMAS GIFT
ON EVERYONE'S LIST

Only

•e. •

Varied settings

7S3-2900

-Oops . . Sorry I spilled tit"
my drink on you.
okay. It's just my
favorite dress.If the ab'ove scenar'
sounds all too familiar ani.
you're unsure about what to
do with the fresh stain on your
best clothes, don't fret. Most
stains can be remoYed if
effirfttrellet! The At
foil69/InrStiggest1tits will "-•'
keep that smile on your face
and your whole wardrobe will
look like new.
• Rinse fresh stains
immediately in cool water.
.Gently rub the stain with mild
soap or detergent. Lipstick or
ink stains should not be
immersed in water as the
water may release the dye and
, •spread the stain.
Velvets, crepes. satinsivf--7.
fetas and other delicate fabrics
as well as heavy stains or
stains on expensive clothes,
should be rushed to the cleaners. Make sure the ticket is
marked with the type of stain
as the cleaning procedure may differ depending on the fabric
and the stain itself.
Do not vigorously rub a
stain: the abrasive motion may
damage the fibers causing the•
stain to fade and making
removal more difficult. Trust
an experienced dry cleaner to •
do the "dirty work .'•
• Take immediate action
for efficient stain removal —
the longer a spot remains on a
fabric. the more stubborn it is
to remove. Make sure clothes
are cleaned before they're put
away for the next season.
• If you choose to do the
leaning yourself, choose
your weapons carefully. inexpensive prewash chemical
spot remover fights greasebased stains such as mayonnaise, butter, body oik. hand
lotion, salad dressings and
oravv.

DON'T MISS OUT! ONE DAY ONLY- SUN., DEC. 5 FROM 5 TO 8 P.M.
SPECIAL 5-6 P..NI. ONLY

SPECIAL 6-7 P.M. ONLY '

••4 •

SPECIAL 7-8 P.M. ONLY

at. 0.

40-SO. FT. ROLL

3-1.11. BOX OF

FOR GIFT WRAPPING

CHRISTMAS
GIFT WRAP

ASSORTED
CHOCOLATES

STICK-ON
BOWS,25-CT.
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Our Regular 666
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DEPOSIT THIS COUPON FOR DOOR PRIZE DRAWINGS

Pier I
associate store 916

Name
Address
City.,.

6tidiAil •

State

Phone Number

•

Great Gift Selections

DRAWING HELD EVERY HALF HOUR FROM 5:30 TO 7:30, SUN., DEC. 5

Holiday Hours:9-8 Mon.-Fri.

Hwy. 641 N. Murray, Ky.

9-6 Sat. 1-5 Sun.
00
'
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Plan a party and pamper yourself -a holiday guide for the single woman
Ate you sink? If you e.
don't think you're in the
mistettly. uetuality. the singe penes is the fastest growing population segment in the
United States, according to
U.S. census information
Bat,just because you're
single doesn't mean you're
relegated to spending a lonely
Christmas with only a photo of
Tom Selleck to keep you company — not, that is, if you've
got the nght kind of attitude.
and the willingness and creativity to plan a terrific holiday.
Since you're single. you're
free to choose to go and do
exactly what you want. when
you want, and with whom All
you've got to do is plan how

And planning is the key ele- sprinimicous
ment to a sucessful and (un•Seined about sti +seeks
filled holiday.
"rehire Christina+. %tart all.
Here's how to go about it:
tour friends to find out
•FIT.V. make a list of all what they .re doing over the
the rerrifii ilungs stne'd like to holidays
to make your holiday fun
Sound them ow aline some
— and remember a terrific of your ideas, such a
as piny.
holiday doesn't mean you've or even a weekend away at a
got to have a man to make it
nearby ski resort or warm so
weather OILSLS
It does mean lfou've got to
• Third. once +on Anon
feel really good about yourso plan on treating your- ulto• doing +that, take
Wflie Of phone for traself to a special indulgence
.
such as a bottle of Sen- vel and hotel reservations.
chat Perfume. the fragrance send invitations out for your
that celebrates the single life, party, check your, wardrobe.
and is designed for the sensu- plan your menu
ous woman who's adventur•Fourth, plan a terrific
ous, confident and excitingly Christmas party-. If
you're

'

(11)PIONEER*
•
•

away ata bowl, make armywan'to bra
yew Ines&
I and maybe Welt sew ones

aad orange juice, and have
wondmitil bat croesases web
a delicious assortment apse
and preserves.

gold and midnight pug* floral wrap. h's even got as own
loop so you can use it to decorate the branches of a tree.
Stereo FM/AM radio/cassette. Digital cleric/timer. Direct
source selection. Music search. One button record.Separate bass
and treble. Damped door. Light-touch keyboard. Retractable
carry handle. Digital tape counter. Mic mix volume controL
Balance control.6 segment LED meters. 2 watts +2 watts power
output. 24%"(12 cm)dual-cone speakers. 3-way power usage.

av Ro•nev APPgrson

you've won the slopes) in
fora holiday breakfast.
*bow! Order cliweepegne

•FOS. don'tforgo tine of
the most impornot elensreas of
Christina' - RipI.' Nothing
lifts the spirits more than a
thoughtful gift so. whether
you're planning to spend
Christmas at home or away.
bring=a gift for each of
yaw
• awd watch their
faces light up when they
receive them.
And what could be more
appiopriate for your bombe
single friends than a gift of
Senchal. A beautiful and oriental fragrance containing Jasmine. fling Ylang. rose,
amber, hyacinth. orange blossom and musk, Senchal is
feminine confidence. attractively wrapped. and a promise
of wonderful things to come.
If you're going away foe the
holidays, plan to take small
gifts the will pack easily. One
that does . . . Satchel Lasting
Cologne, a it ounce swirl
design bottle (in a size meant
for travel), already giftwrapped its own beautiful

$4.25.
Another great gift to travel
with. Senchal Perfume, .2 or.
of fragrance in a golden

96

Poinsettias longtime
Christmas tradition
When you think of
Christmas you usually
think of the poinsettias
Did you ever wonder why
you make this aseoctaUon

Many years ago in a
Mexican village, a poor
Little Indian girl had
nothing to take to the
church as a gift for the
Christ-Mild. The other
church members brought
beautiful gifts. All that
she had available for a
YOU DON'T HAVE TO HAVE A MAN to plan•wousierful gift was a green tree-/Ike

hotaillsy, hut 0. plea to treat yourself to • little Ismer,—
perhaps• honk. of &welted Perfume--the frsorossee foe
the woman who ia {rodeos' the eessouoims. Aside We.
domed crystal honk to carry
I 25 ounces of Natural Spray
in its own drawstring poche of Cologne in a lovely lacquerblue velvet. (Use it later to like box. h's tenable Wier to
stow jewelry.) An SIB value hold all the love notes she'll
for $8.50.
receive when men start to
But, for your best fnend notice the fragrance she's
(the one whose shoulder you wearing $1700,
dented during your Ian crisis).
Well, now you've got all
you'll want something spe- the ammunition for a super
cial. She'll love Opulent holiday
the friends, the
Choices, a beautiful gift set of plans, the location, the
gifts
Senchal Dusting Powder and

shrub.

She started crying As
she cried, her tears fell in
the center of each
branch, and they turned
to a beautiful red color
She took this to the
Christ-Chtld.
For a long-Unw afterwards, the plant eras called the Christmas Eve
Flower"
Later on, a man named
Joel Poinsett found the
shrub growing in Mexico
He brought the plant back
and it now grows profusely in Southern California

4

PIONEER*

I

-444SW'
Shirley Florist
Let Us Help With Your
Party Decorations
SK-31
Personal stereo by Pioneer. Stereo FM/AM cassette recorder
featuring Pioneer loaded deck. Programmable repeat, Songfinder, Edit switch, Memory switch, LED-record, power and
repeat indicators, Cr02 capability, One touch recording. 4%"
two-way speakers and 3-way power capability.

Many Models In Stock!
Sunset

*Christmas Arrangements
Fresh and Artificial
*Wreaths
*Door Sprays
*Poinsettias
*Poinsettia Trees
*Jerusalem Cherry Trees *Christmas Cactus
500 N. 4th Mon.-Sat. 8-5 753-3251

Boulevard Musi

DIXIELAND CENTER (1 BLOCK FROMM.% CAMPUS
CHESTNUT STREET 753-0113

RECORDS•TAPES•STEREOS

DESIGN A MENAGERIE id creative C.hriotissos isememella
by dyeing egos with colorful Rh DV.

Christmas borrows
Easter traditions
When you dunk of decora
live eggs. Easter probably
comes to mind Well, think
again' Hand-decorated eggs
ate moving beyond seinneirne
Easter baskets to evergreen
boughs on December 25th
Chnstmas eggs give you a
brand new way to add homespun creativity to your holiday
festivities Best of all, this
project is fun and easy enough
to involve the ensue family
To begin your eu craft. set
ass& several fresh, white eggs
Using a sharp ran. poke a small
hole in the narrow end of the
egg. and a slightly larger hole
in the oppossee end
Holding the egg over a
bowl, blow through the
smaller h.,. until the eggshell
is comp-slely empty (To
avoid waste, use these eggs

for baking Chnumas treats'
Nett rinse the eggsnctis
with wilier to remove their nal
ural polsective coating Since
water is hound in seep into the
shell through the small holes.
let the egg drain upright in a
small container log an hour or
The fun really begins watt
color' Once you've decided
on the design or chancier you
want to create. It's easy to
change your eggshell from
white to vinually any shade
imaginable
Simply mit a htia toncen
trilled dye solution using_ your
ur
choice of colorful Pit Dyes
(Comberst VI cup liquid dye in
two quarts hot water, or one
package powder dye dissolved
first in me pool hoe omen

HOLIDAY
SAM

128

CAR

MIEN
TWOS

APR.

A KINO-SUIN PORTAINLI MON a
GWT MAT.1111A01
PPM PRIAM ALLMAN LONG.
Give the yawn,money-sawing gift
that yourfanah and Mends canine
ritiersver they go—a um-Sun'
Portable heater There are ID modes
and strm to moose from Al NAM
fuer-effident All costjust pennies
Per hour to operate. They're
smokeless and odorless in
°Wallah Easy to OPerate SaNNYtasked and Sited by Urcbresiters
Laboratories
A Karp-Sub' portable Kerosine

Red Tagged Shoes
& Purses
Includes 2 Styles Of

Central
Center
V

11/1/If CAIN NUAL/TY NOSY
AT NOLADAY PALS MOM
AND SAM
• MAE — Tois sersotage al
est tole /doss
• Min
gireottit
bdiellal it
12-11
•'ONUS — finselve a FRU
Tim 12 veil spin Irlsmater stet
Ille preAme•I any 100
..w.Case
.wSO
=way poked

AA 1100.00 arras opus
AS A OMPCIAL misitir
MIAOW IPOSAIO

%pedal

Christmas
Priem
Os Ail
&aim
kJ Sled

McKeel
Equipment Co.

5112 Weisel
/63-f1842
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Getting best shopping value easier than you'd think
By SUZANNE BLAKE
The squeeze is on! Ani#
we're not talking about a hug
from your favorite man, but
rather the state of our budgets
in the midst of a lean economy, coupled with the onset
of another holiday gifting
season.

If you thought you
squeezed about all you could
from your wallet for gifts last
year, this year you may have to
choke it, in order to come up
with the wherewithal to match
last year's purchases.
But you don't have to cut
back on the number of presents you normally give if
you're extra creative.
And the key to better, more
value-oriented shopping is
creative research, which will
give you a clearer understandingot the best purchases available for your money.
You can start by shopping
for values in your favorite
drug and department stores,
and then branch out to discount and outlet shops.
It's great fun, and the satisfaction you derive from the
savings will add a whole new
dimension to your holiday
festivities.
"Special value" packages
You may be interested to
know that many companies
really have their ears to the
ground this year and, understanding the state of your

pocketbook. have come up
with a number of "special values" and considerately priced
items that were not available
before
For some of them, you may
have to search a bit farther
than your local drug or department store. Here are a few
suggestions for getting the
most for your money this
Christmas.
•Food: Everyone loves
festive holiday foods, so why
not make and wrap your own
edible gifts. One enterprising
couple we know gave a Christmas party for their favorite
friends and, upon departing,
the men received a handsome
jar of home-made preserves,
while the women received a
small, gift-wrapped tin of
home-baked cranberry pound
cake.
You can buy the tins to hold
the cakes for about 55It each,
while jam jars are available
for as little as 50e each.
Bake in advance
Christmas cookies are
another way to personalize
Christmas gifting, while you
save money. You can start
preparing several weeks
ahead. making-the dough, cutting the shapes, and then
freezing the unbaked cookies
on a cookie sheet.
When, as the weeks go by,
you've made all the varieties
you'd like to give, you can
defrost and bake them all in

How to add an
Old World touch
to celebrations
As the holiday season approaches. thoughts often turn
tofamily gatherings, cozy
evenings before the fireplace,
and joyous parties with
friends.
This year, it's perhaps easier than ever to add a touch of
old world charm to festivities
with a selection of traditional, delicious cordials from
Europe.
Although Christmas is celebrated similarly around the
world, each land has its own
traditions and customs which
make Christmas unique.
In France, for instance,
when families return home
from midnight mass, they
enjoy a late supper known as
le revel//on. The meal varies
from region to region, but a
traditional cake, in the form of
a Yule log, is served throughout most of France.

ers, who maintain strict
secrecy in the chambers where
they blend the ancient elixir.
In Italy, a rigid fast is
observed during the 24 hours
preceding Christmas Eve, followed by an elaborate banquet. Italians often enjoy
Panettone, a sweet cake made
with citrus fruit and served
with sparkling wine.
A versatile holiday liqueur
from Italy, Liquore Galliano,
is already a standard item in
most America's homes and is
an ideal choice for festive
menu planning.
Because of its versatility,
Galliano is appropriate for any
type of holiday banquet. It is a
natural for desserts, such as in
an elegant macedoine of fruit,
or with after-dinner drinks
such as a warming "Roman
Coffee."
Irish traditions

Gallic delight

In Ireland. the traditional
Christmas dinner consists of
turkey and steamed plum pudding dessert. An old religious
custom — still practiced
today, particularly in the
countryside — is to put a candle in the window on Christmas Eve.
Usually lit by the youngest
child of the family, the light
commemorates Mary and
Joseph's journey to Bethlehem.
To add an Irish flavor to
your Christmas celebration,
try one of the popular new
Irish cream liqueurs. Emmets,
Ireland's Cream Liqueur, is
hailed by a growing number of
cream enthusiasts as the tastiest cream liqueur yet — and at
a more affordable price.
It is delicious "straight up:
as an elegant aperitif or as a
dessert cordial. The creamy
liqueur is a natural to pour
over ice cream, pies, cakes,
fruit compotes and other holiday after-dinner creations.

To bring a touch of old
France to your holiday parties,
consider serving a piquant
apple brandy called calvados,
a delightful alternative. Calvados Boulard, for example,
has been specially selected
and slowly matured in Normandy.
Ideal for sipping or adding
extra "zest"to French cooking, this brandy may be
enjoyed before dinner as a
"mist" with the juice of half a
lemon and a teaspoon of
sugar, or after dinner as one
would enjoy a fine cognac.
Revelers will quickly discover
why, in France, calvados connoisseurs savor every drop.
Every Yuletide season, a bit
of mystery and anticipation
often surrounds the giving and
getting of gifts. An ideal gift
choice for liqueur lovers is
Chartreuse, itself surrounded
by mystery.
Nobody knows who first
created Chartreuse, but it was
probably a 16th century alchemist with a vast knowledge of
herbal properties.
The formula was handed
down to the order of Carthusian monks, who have been
carefully distilling the brilliant
green liqueur in their monastery in the Chartreuse Mountains near Grenoble, France.
for hundreds of years.
Closely guarded secret
Even today, the foriiiula for
Chartreuse is known only to a
select few Carthusian broth-

When in Spain. . .
A traditional Spanish custom calls for the celebration of
Christmas on January 6, when
gifts are exchanged by family
members. Typically, parades
are held on the evening of January 5, when costumed "three
wise men"throw candy to the
crowds.
To add a bit of old Spain to
this year's Christmas festivities, consider Spain's finest
brandy, Lepanto, as an alternative to the higher-priced
cognac.

one day.
Arrange them for giving in
attractive wicker baskets. with
handles trimmed with ribbon.
and your friends and family
will all have a wonderful and
thrifty) reminder of your holiday thoughtfulness.
• Frusrunce: Perfume is
always at the top of everyone's Christine% gift list but,
this year, if you shop carefully, you'll find some special
fragrance buys.
The people at Jean Nate
(that wonderful, refreshing,
citrusy scent everyone loves)
were quite concerned about
budget-minded shoppers this
year, so they've designed a
group of Christmas presents
created to please the eye and
the purse of even the most discerning consumer.
The entire collection is
priced under S10!
If you've been invited to a
lot of Christmas parties, you
know you'll have to bring
along a gift for each hostess.
This can add up as the season
goes along.
To solve this problem. Jean
Nate has a "Snowlady," an
adorable molded soap figure
perfect for any hostess, and
pre-wrapped so you won't
have to spend extra money on
Christmas paper. It's priced at
only $2.50.
For your favorite teenager.
there's Jean Nate Bath Bubbles,(16 ounces of it!). It's a
$7.90 value for $5.00. and it's
specially priced and packaged
in a new yellow bottle that's
brightly colored with a cheerful floral motif.
And, for your mother,
there's a matching floral canister of Jean Nate Perfumed
Dusting Powder—an $8.75
value for S5.95. She'll enjoy
reusing the canister later for
those wonderful cookies she
loves to bake.
•
Just take off the clear
"shrink-wrapping" around
the powder and bath bubbles,
off comes the price, and
they're gift packaged and
ready to give—separately, or
together as an attractive set.
• Clothing: If you're
thinking about adding some
practical gifts to your list, you
might want to consider the
best values in clothing.

let" stores where discounts states where clothing is manurange from 10 to 60 percent. factured, have special stores
and where repeated visa* often for product overruns and
pay off in mcreaseediscaunts "imperfect'' items also called
for merchandise remaining seconds.
over a long period of time
Examine items carefully
The best one we've seen
had discount lamps. designer
Most of these seconds have
clothes. furniture and fund. all imperfections too tiny to see.
under one root R
many but do shop carefully , and
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. .. what a perfect
time to give her a
Keepsake diamond
engagement ring.
All Keepsake perfect diamonds are
permanently registered, with a
lifetime guarantee
for perfect clarity,
fine white color and
precise modern cut.
See our collection
soon!

Registered Diamond Rings

WOMEN'S

;-1"

011

•
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Shop early
To get the best values at
department and specialty
stores, shop early, between
seasons, before the special
Christmas merchandise comes
in. Then you can take advantage of sale items you'll find in
plentiful supply throughout
the store.
For more values, those in
special areas around the country can take advantage of "out-

examine each garment before
you buy*. And if you find the
right thing. you'll most likely
save a noteworthy sum.
If you shop wisely, do your
research, and spend yout
money carefully. this Christmas will be as joyous and
wonderful as any you've ever
experienced

„.
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•10.000
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